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Better thanThe New York Times — We're Free

Shannon Develops Strategy To Tackle Beach Issue
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Tensions and problems at
Fairfield Beach are nothing new.
Traditionally, with the start of every new year, the complaints and
accusations fly between students
and residents, right up until the
students pack up and go home in
May. FUS A president Steve Shannon says, however, that this is it.
He is tired of the battle and hopes
that through his efforts, this will be
the last year for bad feelings at the
beach.
Shannon proposes to
work this miracle through raising
consciousness, cooperating with all
parties involved to establish a
proactive role for students, and by
expanding non-alcoholic programing on campus during the weekend.
Through the Student
Beach Residents Association
(SBRA). Shannon claims that student beach residents are slowly
being made aware of the exact complaints of residents, "Students who
live at the beach are more conscious because of the work done
by SBRA." SBRA attempts to improve relations between the students and the residents through
programs like the chore service,
and babysitting services.
Shannon feels that if the
students were able to personally
meet the residents, they would be

more aware of the residents needs.
"If a student could put a face with
a name, they would be more conscious of their actions and of the
problems." he said.
SBRA president. Carrssa
B'dami. is also attempting to alert
students to exactly what their rights
are under the law. Shannon says.

Race Relations: A
Community Concern
Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor

Fairfield University held
its first conference on Race Relations during the week of November 16. Larri W. Mazon. Director
of Multicultural Relations and Academic Support Services explained
that the concept qf the conference
was initiated "in response to the
racial incident that took place on
campus last year." Activities aimed
at understanding issues of diversity were geared toward the entire
University community—students,
faculty, and administration. "The
University community needs to
deal with these issues, especially
when pursuing diversity," Mazon
added.
The first two events of
the conference had an excellent
turn out. On Monday, the Conference began with students participating in cultural activities in the
residence halls. Some residence
halls showed Spike Lee films and
held open discussions afterward.
The next event was a
brown bag luncheon for administrators. Seventy-five people were

Batman spreads
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present at the luncheon to listen to
a panel discussion of race relations
from a national and historical perspective.
A video teleconference
took place the next day and to end
the week. Queens College Professor Andrew Hacker, author of the
bookTwoNations: Black. White—
Separate. Unequal and Hostile,
made a public address.
Although attendance at
the last two events was disappointing, the week-long conference was
promising. "For a first time, there
were pros and cons. But, the highlight was the community participation," Mazon said.
Mazon would like to
make the Conference an annual
event and would like to form a
committee to organize the activities, in the future, he hopes to see
the Conference become a community-wide activity, with input and
participation from various clubs,
organizations, and departments.
Mazon added, "We must
focus on issues of living together
as human beings. If we are to lead
the world, we have to deal with
these issues."

"Students are not deliberately
breaking the law. they are just not
conscious of what the law is."
B'dami had consolidated a list of
laws that affect students directly
and plans to send it out "to all beach
residents.
Although beach residents
are the tareet of most of the criti-

cism, and are the focus of SBRA,
Shannon feels that he must also
reach underclassmen with his
message of harmony at the beach.
"Students going down to the
beach don't look at it the same as
those living there," he said.
From the beginning of
the year, starting with the full
page ad in The Mirror in September, FUSA and SBRA have encouraged underclassmen not to
venture to the beach without a
specific destination and an invitation.
Shannon plans to target the 2,600 students not living
at the beach to inform them of the
problems. In order to do so,
Shannon plans to hold a meeting
in each of the residence halls to
voice his message, "do not come
down," as well as learn what are
the concerns of the underclassmen.
The second step in his
plan to eradicate problems at the
beach involves meeting with the
four parties concerned: the year
round residents, the students, the
police and the administration.
This will hopefully lead
to a comprehensive program to
alleviate tensions. "All four parties have to feel comfortable with
the proposal in order for it to be
effective." he said. Shannon is
positive that the end result will
be a proactive position for students.

The final phase in
Shannon's solution is the expansion of non-alcoholic programming
on the weekends. His goal is to
provide programming every weekend. One proposal was to provide
"Club Dancing" at the Black Box,
in the Quick Center, every other
weekend. Shannon feels that there
is no reason why some of the 39
clubs and organizations who receive money from FUSA can't cosponsor events. He also cited the
fact that the Inter-Residence Hall
Government has a budget of
$53,000 a year that could be used
for programming.
In response to allegations
that Shannon is spending all of his
time dealing with the beach situation, he said, "I do not feel I spend
all of my time on the beach, and it
does affect the entire university
community."
Shannon says that he is
not concerned with fighting the
townhouse alcohol policy because
it is a misconception that students
cannot have parties with underclassmen at the townhouses. "You
just can't serve alcohol to underclassmen and the administration is
enforcing it," he said.
For now. the problems at
the beach remain a thorn in the side
of the university with no real end in
sight. However. Shannon says.
"We would be at fault if we don"t
take every chance to improve relations."

Hacker Discusses Origins
Of Racism
Caitlin Whelan
Staff Writer

A speech last Thursday by
Dr. Andrew Hacker, Professor of
Political Science at Queens College, was the final event in a weeklong series of activities on racerelations. Hacker is the author of
Two Nations: Black and White,
Separate, Hostile. Unequal. Dr.
Hacker began by speaking about
the thoughts of white Americans,
and stated that he seeks to discover, as a white American, "how
we think, how we feel, and more
importantly, why we think and feel
this way." ."
Dr. Hacker acknowledged
his observation that "to have white
skin is to have protection and security" in our society. This belief
stems from the dehumanizing act
of slavery blacks have been subjected to throughout history.
The origins of racism,
Hacker says, can be traced to slavery. The justification for slavery
was that people from Africa were
not seen as fully human. The problem then lies, says Hacker, in the

question, "Does not that view persist, somewhere, someplace?"
Dr. Hacker went on to distinguish between racism in conservatives and liberals. In his book,
he shows conservatives as ultimate racists. At the same time, he
says, liberals share the conservative viewpoint, but hate themselves
for having those feelings.
Hacker added, on the view
of higher criminal tendencies
among blacks, that "criminal ten-

dencies are evenly distributed
among races and classes."
Hacker ended on the note
that "what we face is not a problem
that one solves... but a predicament."
With the extent of racism
in American history, Hacker says
he cannot propose solutions, only
awareness. "This has been the definition of America for almost four
centuries, and I am here to teach
about it the best I can."
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Security
Announcements

Summer Research
Fellowships For
Undergraduates

As a service to students, Todd Pelazza, of the
Security Department, has arranged for the sale of "The
Club", the car safety device, to be sold in the bookstore at
a reduced rate. "The Club" will sell at $35.12, at no profit
for either security or the bookstore. "The Club" normally
sells for around $45.

University of Massachusetts
Medical Center:
Opportunities for research
in diabetes, cancer, immunology, virology, and neurology. Programs include
slots for students at all levels of their undergraduate
career, including freshman
and sophomores. Fw Application and information,
contact:
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
University of Mass. Med.
Center
55 Lake Ave North
Worcester, MA 01655

The Fairfield University Security Department in
conjunction with Fairfield Police Department is sponsoring a program to register bicycles and mopeds on Campus.
Simply bring your bicycle to the Security Office or
see a bike patrol officer out on the road. This program is
free and quick, the Officers can get the necessary information off of your bicycle and give you a small sticker which
you affix to the bicycle. By registering your bicycle, your
chances of having it returned to you if it is recovered from
being lost or stolen are greatly increased.
Thank You,
Fairfield University Security Department

Campus Beat

Debra De Shong

■*■

News Editor

* There was a report of a student harassing another student in Loyola Hall by writing things
about that student on a bulletin board on November 14.
* There was a report of vandalism in the men's bathroom in Campion Hall on Nov. 14.
* Security received the report of a bicycle stolen in the area of townhouse 104 on Nov. 16. On
that same day, another bike was stolen from the Regis Hall area.
* There were two reports of larceny on Nov. 17. Apparently, two 35mm cameras were stolen,
one from Loyola Hall and the other from a townhouse.
* On Nov. 20, Security was called to break up a fight between two students in Gonzaga Hall.
The students were separated and transported to the Health Center for minor injuries.
* On Saturday, Nov. 21, Fairfield Security was called to assist the Fairfield Police in the arrest
of a Fairfield student for shoplifting at Grand Union on Post Road.
* Security again assisted the Fairfield police on Nov. 22, concerning university students
arrested at the beach.

Campus Crier
On Thursday, December 3, at 4:30 pm, the History Department, the Political Science Department, and the International Relations Club will jointly sponsor a talk by Professor Ivo Banac of Yale
University. He will speak on "The Dissolution of Yugoslavia" in the
Nursing Auditorium.
Babes in Toyland will be presented in the Kelley Theatre at 7
pm on Thursday, December, 3. For tickets, contact the Quick Center
Box Office.
There will be a meeting concerning the Townhouse and offcampus boarding lottery on Thursday, Dec. 3, in the Oak Room at 7
pm.
There will be a brown bag lunch gallery talk called "Reflections of Politics and Art in Eastern Europe" at the Wein theatre and
gallery at noon on Friday, Dec. 4.
As part of the performing arts series at the Quick Center, the "Stamford Symphony Orchestra" will
play at the Quick Center on Friday, December 4, at 8 pm. Contact the box office for information.
FUSA films presents "Single White Female" in Gonzaga Auditorium at 8 pm on Friday and
Saturday, and at 7 and 9:30 pm on Sunday.
The Playhouse Productions will present "An Evening of Chamber Theatre: 'Winter' expressed
through poetry and prose," in the Wein Theatre at 8 pm on December 4-6. Tickets are $8 dollars for adults
and $3 for students and seniors.
On Saturday, December 5, FUSA will sponsor a comedian at the Campus Center Snack Bar at 9
pm.

There will be a class of '93 class mass on Sunday, December 6, at 8:30 pm in the Egan chapel.
If you are interested in crime and punishment, you might want to check out the new class called,
"Criminal Justice System" taught by Dr. Rose Rodrigues, as part of Fairfield's January Intersession.
Contact the School of Continuing Education at (203) 254-4420 for more information.
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Cheers

Boos

..to all that incredible food
..tocoming back to school
we stuffed our faces with this after a great holiday weekend..to
weekend..to Christmas shopping, upcoming finals..to Christmas
yeah right..to best friends..to men shopping..to people who forget the
who aren't afraid to cry..to Christ- true meaning of Christmas..to
mas trees..to TH 155 and its in- people who don't respect you.to
credible decorations,..to cheerful stinky peoplcto crying children
peoplcto kissing two'boys in. one. ,inmovietheatres..to being sick for
night..to
labs
with
Dr. an entire month, to profs who grade
Bongiomo. .to boyfriends who send according to their mood..to messy
you chocolate, no baked cookies..to peoplcto gaining weight..to
boyfriends who say yes..to the people who say they are your friend,
beautiful guy seen in the campus but would stab you in the back in a
center..to PMS and mood swings minutcto people who have NO
and to friends who like you opinion about anything..to people
any way..to hooking up like a "Big who are too nicc.to Batman for
Dog" and to Batman, our hero..to showing us how lame this school
hot lunches..to the 3 D's, desire, really is..to guys who say they
disaster, and destiny..to the glory hooked up with you when they
girls and tattoos..to two a.m. road didn't..to missing 193 Nights..to
trips to NYC.to seniors finally Yale football players who don't
turning 21.. to the Glee Club's call back, typical..to tests at 8 pm
laughing synthesizer., to late night on Thursday night..to really anal
Beauty and the Beast..to planning discrete professors..to guys who
trips to New Haven..to Cleveland say no..to having to go see the
Steamers, .to two great friends who crazy lady. .to people who drag you
helped me get through a rough kicking and screaming from
Friday night..to preppy guys in little Steinbachs..to annoying people
round glasses..to all the students who enter our homcto stupid
who were so courteous and did drunks on the point who steal food,
such a great job compiling their we thought we were friends..to stuschedules during registration! pid drunks on the point who steal
Thanks from the Registrar..to toilet paper, you can't get more
spoonrests..to off peak friends..to desparate than that..to roommates
crimebusters at the point..to mid- who get sick all over their room., to
night walks and jumping in girls who call at 3 am and don't
leaves..to St. Louis road trips..to remember..to losing $40 at jaijai-alai lessons..to TH 86..to the alaLto women in hats..to girls who
man..to Team America..to women are teases, as if you would know..to
in blazers..to red spandex andGlory "friends" who invite you to parties
Girls, .to drunk freshmen who make and laugh at you through the winwinning assassin possible..
dow..

Classifieds
WANT TO TRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH AND RESUME EXPERIENCE? Students and organizations call College
Tours to join our team! We have 25 years experience, great prices,
hotels and destinations. Call l-800-959-4Sun.
87 Tercel, 5 speed, air conditioning, AM/FM cassette,
alarm, $3100. Call Alison-367-3742.
TWO, NEW ELEGANT FORMALS. One is a tea length
dress with fluted short sleeves and full skirt, asking $60.00. The
other is an ankle length dress with three-quarter sleeves, semi-off
shoulder, slimmer skirt and matching shoes, asking $ 130.00. Both
are satin and perfect fit for size 6-8. Call 374-3838 today.
Sporting Goods Part Time Cashier Position! Flexible
hours for both weekdays and weekends. Exciting work environment and excellent pay. Contact Jill at 846-0152.
PART TIME Office Assistant wanted to work with the
Sales & Marketing Staff at a young, entrepreneurial company. If
you have good writing and typing skills, we will teach you the
Macintosh Computer. Hours to fit your schedule. Call 222-2222.

Last two days to buy Mirror
Christmas messages!
If you haven't already, come on
down to the Campus Center lobby
during lunch or dinner
today and tomorrow ami buy your
messages — only 50 cents each!
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WHAT IN THE WORLD
•

Did You Hear ?
'

* The Supreme Court reaffirmed the constitutional right to
abortion before the fetus becomes viable. On Monday, with a vote of 63, the Supreme Court refused to hear an appeal from a Federal appellate
court ruling that Guam's sweeping prohibition on abortion is unconstitutional. The Guam law, enacted in 1990, prohibited all abortions on the
island.
* With the end of the baby boom, most four-year public and
private schools are experiencingadrop iwapplicartofls''b>as much as 15
percent. According to the Department of Education, there'was only 2.5
million high school:graduates in 1991, down from 2.7 million in 1990.
The trend is expected to continue until 1994.
* Sunday,.a.panel of 34 scientists, ethicists, and public health
leaders released a report calling for new measures to halt the rampant
spread of tuberculosis in New York City and across the nation. Two
recommendations include tuberculosis patients being watched as they
take their medication once they leave the hospital, and all patients
receiving care until they are cured, rather than no longer contagious.
, jjjl New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut are engaging in an
intense war for jobs. A year ago, the three stated signed an agreement
ending the practice of luring companies from each other, but that pact
seems close to collapse. Each state is scrambling to offer better financial
aid packages than the other.
* Business experts are claiming that economic recovery is
already on its way. Although the expansion and creation of jobs is too
slow to make serious dents in unemployment, the progress is steady.
■

* In the face of opposition to his reforms, President Boris
Yeltsin is holding firm saying that the reforms he instituted were "the
main cause of my life," Tuesday, the Seventh Congress of Peoples
Deputies were meeting to decide the fate of Yeltsin and the reforms he
instituted.
?. At the national elections in Ireland last week, women made
their biggest breakthrough in Ireland's 70 years of independence in
elections. Women won 20 seats in the legislature, an increase of 53%
from the old legislature.
* Prime Minister of China, Li Peng will make a rare visit to
Vietnam this week. It will be the first such visit from a Chinese leader
to this region in more than two decades.
* In South Africa, this week, gunmen, armed with automatic
grenades attacked a predominantly white golf club, killing four people
and seriously wounding 17 others.
* Arthur D. Seale, the man convicted of kidnapping and
murdering Exxon executice Sidney Reso, was sentenced to like in
prison on Monday in Federal Court in Trenton, NJ.
* After five months of testimony, Russia's highest court
upheld President Boris Yeltin's ban on on the Communist Party.
* Japanese women are complaining that the jobs offered to
them as part of the booming economy in the 1980's are superficial'and
and that career opportunities are evaporating. They say that as companies cut back, they are suffering the most.

Iran Could Be Next
Nuclear Nation
U.S. intelligence analysts
are divided on what Iran's $2 billion-a-year military buildup means.
According to a report by It is questionable whether Iran
the CIA. Iran is making progress could replace Iraq as an aggressive
on a;nuclear arms program and expansionist military threat in the
could develop a.nuclear weapon" Persian Gulf in the near future.
by the year 2000.
The report sparks the debate among military experts as to
how thismilitary buildup will hamper President-elect Bill Clinton's
plans to promote peace in the
Middle East. Gtntdn continually
criticized President Bush for missing signs of Iraq's military buildup
before Hussein's invasion of Kuwait, and Clinton may face a similar problem with Iran.
Debra De Shong

News Editor
■.

■

r

'

\

Write For The
Mirror!!
It's Never Too
Late To Join
This Exciting
Staff!

V.

Old Myth That Childless Women Are More
Successful in Business World is Shattered
American Psychological
Association

Debra De Shong and Jennifer Luongo
New.s Editpr % Assistant News Editor
,-■

Study Finds Women Can Have
The Best Of Both Worlds

^

Women with professional
careers who are married with children are not hindered in their career advancement, and single
women and married women without children aren't any more likely
to advance in their careers than
their married child-rearing counterparts.
These findings were reported at the 'Stress in the '90's: A
Changing Work force in a Changing Workplace" conference in
Washington, sponsored by the
American Psychological Association (APA) in conjunction with the
National Institute for occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH). This
study also found that professional
single and married women without
children were not as happy as professional married women with children.
Psychologist
Ethel
Roskies, PhD. and Sylvie Carrier,
M.P.s, of the University of
Montreal, found from a sample of
1,123 Canadian women with pro-

fessional careers in medicine, law,
engineering, accounting that marriage did not impeded their careers
in any way (number of hours
worked, income, work satisfaction
or involvement). They also found
that the presence of children only
lowered the number of hours
worked, but did not affect work
satisfaction or income except in
medical careers where childless
female physicians earned more
than child-rearing physicians.
"Single women reported
the lowest level of self-esteem and
life satisfaction and the highest
level of depression," Dr. Roskies
said. "It seems that single professional women derive no career
benefits from their lifestyle, but
pay a high person price for it.
Married childless women fare
somewhat better, but even they are
less satisfied with their lives than
married women with children."
Overall, said Dr. Roskies,
having a family doesn't hinder a
women' s career and seems to boost
her life satisfaction, and women
without children (married or single)
don't make more money than

women with children, even though
they work more hours. "Family
responsibilities serve more as a
convenient rationalization for the
gap in income between male and
female professionals, rather than
being the real cause."
Another reason for the lack
of income discrepancy between
these women, Dr. Roskies said, "is
that even though women seem to
be freer from the overt discrimination that kept them from entering
into historically male professions,
there still may be insidious forms
of discrimination that bar women
from increasing their incomes."
Single women and married women without children reported more dissatifaction with
their lives than their married counterparts with children. One reason
for this, the authors explained, is
theircurrent situations clashed with
a deep-rooted belief that being
married and having children is the
only way of life. They become
unhappy with their own lives when
this situation isn't achieved, despite their professional and/or marital success.

Clinton Not Stopping To Savor His Victory
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Unlike previous Presidents, who laid low after victory
on November 3, President-elect
Bill Clinton has not ceased in his
incessant campaigning in what The
New York Times calls, the endless
campaign.
Clinton is trying to maintain and extend a direct connection
between Clinton and the people.
He can frequently be found Hinging himself into a barely controlled
crowd, or stopping by a local
McDonalds for breakfast. Recently, on his vacation in Santa
Barbara, California, Clinton
stopped to join a group of young
people in a game of beach volleyball.
This is an extension of
the campaign of the past year. Except for Jesse Jackson, no other

fr If you ^
have
any
ideas
for an
article
you
would
like to
see in
The
Mirror,
let us
know.
Drop
your
suggestion in
Box AA.yy

Canoontso 4 WhUn Syndic**

presidential candidate campaigned
to aggressively and physically
among the public.
This style is deemed "retail politics" by the political experts and includes what Clinton

aides call "meet and greets" where
once a week, Clinton walks among
the people.
Clinton's aides say he will
continue this sort of thing after he
assumes the Presidency.

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!
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1202 Kings Highway Culoll
(in the Circle Plaza)
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BATMAN Talks Candidly About His
Mission and His Sanity
Rosalind E.Van Tuyl
Staff Writer
Criticisms have been leveled from all directions that the
Fairfield University administration is getting progressively more
oppressive. Many students feel
helpless as more of their rights are
infringed upon each year. To many
it looked as if Fairfield had reached
its darkest hour...
WHAM!!
POW!!
BOOM!! CRASH!!
Out of the dark of night, a
figure appeared, a caped crusader,
prepared to fight the forces of evil
that threaten to destroy Fairfield
social life. BATMAN has come to
rescue ofthe Gotham City of
Fairfield University.
Every Wednesday night at
midnight, the caped crusader
emerges from the B ATCAVE and
runs through the Quad, bringing
joy to his hundreds of loyal supporters. He says nothing as he
makes his way through the Quad,
he simply waves and runs. The
event lasts no longer than ten
minutes.
The Fairfield Mirror was
granted an exclusive interview with
BATMAN so he could share his
views and philosophies with the
Fairfield community.
What is your ultimate purpose
in your Wednesday night runs
through the Quad?

Basically I am going out
there to relieve tension and just
have a fun time. Fairfield life has
gotten too monotonous and too
automated. I think that we needed

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

some sort of school spirit activity
to get people together.
How was the BATMAN idea
conceived?
The BATMAN idea
wasn't
conceived...I
came here for a
purpose to make
this school a little
more fun and exciting.
There have been
rumors within
the administration that you are
under the influence of drugs
and/or alcohol
when you make
run. Can you

How You Like Pizza At College
NOW YOU CAN ORDER ROOM SERVICE
WITH YOUR CASH VALUE MEAL CARD.

speak to that allegation?
BATMAN never drinks or
does any drugs before he goes out.
He is stone sober. That's what
makes it more fun, so much more
challenging. The
University can give me a drug test
or whatever. I don't take drugs or
alcohol when I am out there.
So you deny allegations of drug
and alcohol usage, but there has
also been some questions raised
as to your mental stability. Can
you comment on that?
I am a little unstable. Or
else I wouldn't be going out like
this. I think that it's alright to be a
little unstable. I am not psychotic
or crazy, I am just little on the
unstable side, .j$&m»tf* harmful
unstable through.
Another criticism that has been
made is that you are breaking
University policy by breaking
quiet hours. Can you give us
your assessment of this opinion?
I am not breaking any University policies. All I am doing is
jogging around the Quad at midnight wearing amask, which might
be a little weird, but certainly has
nothing to do with quiet hours or
anything. Maybe it's my form of
exercise. Maybe I like to wear the
mask to perspire.
Do you see Fairfield as having
turned into a Gotham—dark,
gloomy, old, stagnated, in short,
Gothic? Can you see this as an
analogy?
I can definitely see that
analogy. I came to Fairfield to
save this University from boredom
because it is getting very boring ;
around here and it is getting very
monotonous. We need some fun
activities that are spur of the moment, not so planned.
If Fairfield is Gotham, who do
you see as your adversaries?
I definitely see the Fairfield
administration as my adversaries.
They are always looking to stop
me but I will prevail.
Are there any plans for Robin to
appear?
There is a Robin and he

will come out soon, but we are just
waiting for the right time.
You have said in the past that
BATMAN cannot be contained
to a single definition of all good
or even all evil. He's not like the
other superheroes, he's sort of
his own person. Can you elaborate on this?
I think BATMAN is a badass in his own way. He's sometimes out to do the right thing.
This is becoming something of a
cult following and I am curious
how you would react to imitators.
I think that would just take
away from the originality of it and
then it would become almost
planned and automated like everything else on this campus and then
it wouldn't be fun anymore.
There isn't a strong participation from Loyola and you seem
not to go over there. Is there a
reason for this?
I stay away from Loyola
because it's closest to security and
I don't want them to grab me.
Are you scared of security?
Security doesn't scare me*
but twenty-five security guards
against one guy, even if he is
BATMAN is hardly a fair fight
now is it?
• - -'
How would you handle security
if you are confronted by them?
I would try to escape. I
would try to get away from the
system. In all probability, I would
succeed.
What lies ahead for BATMAN?
I have a couple of other
new and exciting things ready to
go. Look for the
BATCYCLE to be coming out
soon.
Any last remarks?
Thank you to everyone
who supports me, and to anyone
who doesn't: too bad.
In closing, do you think that the
administration has any clue as to
the true identity of BATMAN?
They don't have a clue
about anything, let alone who
BATMAN really is.

Now you an put Domino's Pina* on your cash value meal card. Just call, give us your
meal card ID number, then fill out a voucher. We'll deliver a hot, fresh meai right
to your Do^min 30 minutes or less. Call for complete details

If you're a college grad looking for a
career, we offer the opportunity for...

Yes, You Can Pay
for Pizza

Management in less
than a year!

with

"Thrifty Cash"
1 Must tell phone person
2 No coupons
3 Must show I.D. (Meal Card)

255-8823

i

GET A LARGE
PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PRICE
Oder any large p,z23 and

I

ii

pav for a medium

BEAT
THE CLOCK
9 p.m. - Midnight
Order Iwomcdiur cheese pizza and
your pice :s (whatever the time is
(toppings extra)

flfl : '

Take charge of your future with the NO. 1 COMPANY IN ITS FIELD.
AMERICAN FROZEN FOODS. We have immediate openings for
COMPETITIVE GRADUATES with LEADERSHIP ABILITY and
STRONG PEOPLE SKILLS. Our expansion plans include
PROMOTING 40 NEW SALES MANAGERS from our Fast Track
Training Program within the next two years. We're looking for individuals
who enjoy hard work and love the challenge. If you're the right candidate,
you could be a Manager. EARNING S50K-S100K WITHIN ONE
YEAR! Look for us in the National College Placement Association's 1992
Career Resource Digest as one of the top 100 best companies to work for
in America. We have sales offices in your local area as well as from
Maine to Florida and as far west as Minnesota.
Please call or send resume immediately to: Robert Kane. V.P. Recruitment
American Frozen Foods. Inc.
National Recruitment Office Attn: Dept. C
111 Sibley Ave., 2nd floor
Ardmore. PA 19003.
800-241-7187

AMERICAN

FROZEN FOODS, INC.
Equal Opportunity Employer

• Attention Undergraduates: Outstanding sales/management
INTERNSHIPS now available-call for details?

Features
Christmas Shopping without the Stress
The Fairfield Mirror

Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
Christmas just isn't
what it used to be anymore, depressingly enough. Now that we're
actually considered to be "adults"
our parents don' t do the Santa Claus
thing anymore. And we've often
got friends and significant others
that expect a little more than a
McDonald's Gift Certificate. On
top of all of this, the stress of exams and severely limited financial
resources could make a Scrooge
out of anybody. Christmas is actually becoming the stressful season
you heard old people complain
about when you were little, but you
couldn't figure out why.
With a little bit of
advanced planning, creativity and
self-control though, you can actu-,,
ally enjoy all the great things about
Christmas without being trampled
in stores and going into bankruptcy.
Make a List, Check It Twice
Alycen McAuley '94
says that people should "Shadow
your friends and relatives to figure
out what they might want or be
able to use." By making a list of
gifts before you even set foot in a
store you can avoid the frustration
of trying to find the "perfect gift"
while simultaneously fighting for
your life in the crowds.
Making a list before
you shop is also a good way to save
money because you'll be less likely
to buy things on impulse. Anything looks good in the store when
it's on display, retailers count on
that. It isn'tuntilyou get home that
you realize Aunt Florabelle
shouldn't be wearing lycra at this
stage in her life.
If you're a real mis-

anthrope, don't bother with the
stores. They'll just make you
cranky. Shopping by catalog is not
a luxury alternative, it's practical.
The shipping and handling costs
are about the same as sales tax, and
if you have the gift send directly to
your hometown you won't have to
lug the gifts home along with a
month's worth of dirty socks.
Start shopping now
too, because putting it off until the
week of exams is just another problem you'll have to worry about.

Use Cash
No duh, like you'd
BARTER maybe? Try not to use
credit cards during Christmas. If
you can't afford something, you
just can't afford something. Don't
trouble yourself with the debt it'll
just gnaw at you.
If you think you can
handle a little debt without it ruining your credit record though, just
use one credit card for all your
purchases. This way you won't go
overyourlimit. Make sure to keep
all of your receipts so you aren't
shocked by the bill at the end of

January though!
N.B. - Some credit
cards let you skip one $100.00
payment—DON'T DO THAT!!
You could end up with an extra
$20.00 in interest charges!
Presentation Is Everything
Remember, gifts
aren't made special by the amount
spent on them or the professional
wrap job. Gifts are special because
of the time and thought put into
them by the giver. Make your own
wrapping paper out of mailing wrap
and poster paints or colored cellophane. This is cheaper than the
store bought paper and is something that says "I was thinking of
you a lot."
Easy on the Pursestrings Gift
Ideas
- The Lands End Catalog has a
whole listing of gifts under $20.00
in addition to their other reasonably priced, quality items.
- CD's are always a holiday staple
- Bookstores have a wide range of
prices. You could get a chic artsy
coffeetable book for your mom
and the latest spy paperback with a
nice bookmark for your dad.
- Brothers and sisters at far away
schools might like a practical gift
to help them out. How about long
distance telephone vouchers? Call
to order: AT&T-1-800-443-8288,
MCI - 1-800-395-4483 or Sprint 1-800-877-4646.
- A coffee or tea connoisseur might
like a cool mug or teapot with an
assortment of little coffees or tea
bags inside.
- You could bake cookies or a loaf
of bread and decorate it with an
interesting plate, fresh evergreen
and holly, pinecones, bows and
little bells.
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Claire's Clamor

I May Be a St. Louis, But
Ifm No Holier than Thou
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
For the first time in its
458-year history, the Church of
England has agreed to ordain female priests.
It only took the Anglican
Church 458 years to realize that
not only do women pray, but they
can walk and preach at the same
time.
So what's takingourown
Roman Catholic Church so long to come to the same realization?
Maybe Pope John Paul II is trying to spare women from having to
conform to the wardrobe of today's priest. Let's analyze the dress
code, shall we?
You've got your basic black suit with the backwards collar
and the sensible shoes. Women set the trend toward basic black in
fashion. As for the collar, they've been choked by worse restrictions,
such as high heels. And sensible shoes? Heck, there are always black
Reeboks. Maybe the Church is afraid that women will accessorize.
And what about this vow business? When women become
nuns, they take a vow of poverty, chastity, and obedience. They're not
even allowed to buy their own underwear. When men become priests,
they agree to handle wine in gold cups and hear people confess their
deepest, darkest secrets. Hardly an equal job description, eh?
But we see this unbalanced social structure everywhere. After
all, when you get married (by a male priest), who stands up their with
you? The best man and the maid of honor. The groom picks his best
friend to stand in honor next to him, while the bride selects her best
friend to carry her dress train. What an honor. These are the roles
society puts us in everyday — these people just get to dress up for it.
Women can clean up the chalices after mass and serve the
wine to the congregation, but they can't change the water into wine.
They can serve the Church meal, but they can't deliver the blessing.
They can pray for you, but they can't forgive you your trespasses.
Come on, Pope JP. Do you really think God cares what gender
you are? I think the bigger concern should be getting people to go to
Mass, not deciding who should speak once they get there. Women can
deliver equally stirring and inspiring homilies, just as surely as men
can deliver boring ones. It's the message, not the package. It's what
the person says, not the sex of the person saying it.
Give us a break. Let women become priests. I know tradition
is important, but just like cement, it'll drag you underwater if you
stand in it too long.

Come, Let Us Sit and Eat Together
The student-resident war heats up as businesses evaluate how much money Fairfield U. students pay them
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
Although Fairfield University students make up only onenineteenth of the town's population, they contribute one-fourth of
the income to the town's economy.
However, while the students rank
high among benefactors to the economic system, they still rank low
in the eyes of the town residents
who outnumber them.
During Parents' Weekend,
a Fairfield U. student called a local
restaurant to make dinner reservations for herself, her friends, and
their families. After confirming
the time of her reservation, the
woman at the restaurant asked her
if she was a Fairfield U. student.
When she said that yes, she was,
the woman told her, "Don't be late.
We won;t hold your table for you."
After arriving on time for their
reservation, the dinnerparty waited
an hour for their table.
The previous night, agroup
of Fairfield U. students called for
Fairfield Cab to take them home
from a party at the beach. After
two phone calls and 35 minutes, no
cabs had arrived. The group called
a third time and started walking
down the road, hoping to flag down
the driver and save him from driving all the way to the turnaround.
After stopping at another house to
call again, they finally spotted a
taxi, and waved to him to stop. The
driver merely shook his head and
sped up, narrowly missing one of
the girls. Two hours after the initial call, a cabbie showed up who
agreed to drive them home. How-

ever, the group of five girls was
told that only four could get in the
cab, due to company policy. Only
after repeated pleading did he reluctantly take all five passengers.
Last fall, a Fairfield U. student was a passenger in a nonstudent's car, which was pulled
over for parking at the Penfield
Pavilion. (The students had
stopped there to sit on the swings.)
After questioning the driver as to
why someone his age would be
playing on the swings, the officer
asked him if he were a Fairfield U.
student. When the driver replied
that he wasn't, the policeman said.
"Then 1 guess I wonY be seeing
you in this town again, will I?" and
proceeded to follow the students
for several blocks.
Is this any way to treat a
guest? Or any life form more highly
evolved than dirt, for that matter?
In the wake of the New
York Times article and countless
town complaints, students are beginning to wonder if anyone wants
then here in Fairfield. The answer
is yes. In fact, many local businesses — particularly restaurants
— would feel the students' absence like a black hole that sucks
out a vital part of their income
along with it. A poll of local businesses revealed that, although the
majority of their customers are nonstudents, the lack of patronage by
students in their restaurants and
stores would be keenly felt in their
bankbooks.
The sampling included
eleven restaurants and two liquor
stores located in the town of
Fairfield. Representatives from

each of the businesses were asked
to offer a rough estimate, in percentages, of how much money the
students contribute to their business, compared with the percentage contributed by non-student
town residents.
The liquor stores were not
enthused with the pop quiz. A
spokesman for Super Discount on
Post Road said, "I'm not going to
talk to anyone about that." That's
the Spirit Shoppe on Fairfield
Beach Road had a similar reaction:

Is this any way to
treat a guest? Or any
life form more highly
evolved than dirt, for
that matter?
"That's not public knowledge, so I
would have to say no, I'm not
going to answer that." Perhaps the
liquor stores fear heat from town
officials or busybodies for quoting
estimates; every liquor store runs
the risk of letting a fake ID slip by,
and the police department has come
down hard on such errors in judgment.
Students are not so tightlipped about their contribution to
liquor stores, however. The average guess was that about 70% of
these stores' incomes is generated
by the students.
"Not only are we in there
more often, but we buy liquor in
much greater volume," commented
one senior. "From cases to bottles
of wine to kegs.... You don't see
many families going in and pur-

chasing kegs for their gettogethers."
produced.
The best indicator of student impact on the Fairfield
economy can bee seen in the local
restaurants. The eleven restaurants polled posted an average student contribution of about 20%,
ranging from Subway's modest
estimate of 3.5% to 40% at Penny's
Diner on Black Rock Turnpike.
But most eateries fall somewhere
in between on the continuum.
Jersey Mike's estimated
that 10% of their income is student-generated, while Pizza Works
quoted a 25% contribution. Sidetracks' guess slipped in between
these two at 15%.
"Business is pretty steady
all-year round," said a Sidetracks
manager, when asked if his business experiences a decline in the
summer months. "Business tends
to go down slightly everywhere
during the summer. Is it because
of the Fairfield students? It's hard
to say."
On the whole, students feel
that these estimates are grossly
conservative. But even if these
figures are accurate, they translate
into staggering numbers.
One need only compare the
quoted contributions of students
with their population to see the
major role they play in the town's
economy. According to the
Fairfield town clerk, Fairfield is
comprised of approximately
55,000 people, not including the
students. The full-time student
population at Fairfield University
hovers around 2,850. That means

that Fairfield U. students make up
less than 5% of the population,
while the town accounts for over
95%. But Fairfield students contribute an average of 20% to a
major part of the town's economy,
i.e. the restaurants, while town residents pick up 80% of the tab. Therefore, while there are 19 times as
many residents in Fairfield as
there are students, the residents
only contribute 4 times as much
to the town's economy.
Students believe that the
town of Fairfield accepts their
money with one hand while beating them down with the other. The
New York Times article is just one
recent example. But, as the article
mentioned, not all town residents
bash the students. As one driver
for the Fairfield Cab Company said,
"You kids are all right. They think
they're going to shut the University down? The police will be
buying you kegs to get you back."
One student raised the
point of seniority. "Students have
been in Fairfield for 50 years," she
said. "Most residents haven't been
here for more than ten. Who are
they to complain about us? We
were here first."
Regardless of who pitched
the first camp in the town of
Fairfield, neither students nor residents plan on leaving. The loss of
either would mean the loss of many
businesses. For now, each side in
this ongoing battle between
Fairfield University and Fairfield
Town is stubborn and defiant. And
while they both hang out at the
same restaurants, they are not ready
to sit at the same table.
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To Your Health...

Wfld Kingdom
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Snackin Right for Exams
a. 4 1/2 tablespoons rai
sins
b. 1/2 grapefruit
c. 4 oz. glass of orange
juice

Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Take this quiz before you
take your finals. It may help you
conquer the stress munchies that
put on the pounds during theExan
period.
1. You want to eat a healthy
breakfast that will sustain you until lunch time. Which should you
choose?
a. Plain bagel
b. Bagel with a little pea
nut butter
c. Eggs and bacon

5. You want to eat something low in fat before your exam
so you don't feel sluggish. You
decide to eat a garden salad and
avoid toppings high in fat. Which
of the following salad toppings is
highest in fat?
a. 1/4 cup of croutons
b. 2 large olives ,
c. 1/2 cup of cottage
cheese

2. Your history notebook
has been missing for two days now,
and you feel stressed. You want
something to drink but you want to
avoid caffeine. Caffeine will only
add to your stress. Which of the
following drinks is lowest in caffeine?
a. 5 oz. of coke
b. 5 oz. of tea
c. 5 oz. of hot cocoa

6. You just realized you
lost your 10 page paper. You've
heard certain foods induce
seratonin in the brain which creates a calming effect. What is your
best choice for a calming snack?
a. A chocolate bar
b. A small bagel
c. A cup of tea

3. Finally you've finished
your research paper. You feel exhausted. You've burned off calories. How many calories would a
person who weighs 150 pounds
have burnt each minute he/she
spent writing?
a. 1.8 calories per minute
b. 5.4 calories per minute
c. 2.2 calories per minute

7. It is one hour before
your final exam. You have studied the material thoroughly. What
would be your best use of your
time during that hour?
a. Relax with a snack, you
deserve it!
b. Take a twenty minute
walk.
c. Look over your notes
once last time.

4. It's time for a snack.
You know sugar will raise your
energy level and then drop it lower
than it was before. You want to
avoid snacks high in sugar. Which
snack has less sugar?

8. You feel hungry and
worn out from studying. You want
something to perk yourself up before your exam. What is your best
choice?
a. 1/2 cup of tuna

be given away at the McGivney
Center at a Christmas party on
Dec. 18.
The project is
an outgrowth of another program
between the School of Nursing
and the gas company in which 13
student nurses volunteer their assistance to the McGivney Center
and to the Bridgeport Community
Health Center.
The gas
company awarded the University
$20,000 in a two-year grant to
underwrite the volunteer effort in
honor of James W.Gibson, a 1951
University graduate who recently
retired as executive VP and chief

Q. Dear Mr. Collese: I live in a dorm, and sometimes when it's very late and
everything is closed, I set hunsry. But it seems like all we ever have in the room is
stale moldy bread. Faced with this dilemma, what would you do?—Famished
A. Dear Famished: The key is in how you look at things. You see, that's not
stale, moldy bread. No. No. Its Bread Du La Penidllinc1: Crisp yet

b. 1/2 cup of pasta
c. candy bar

succulent bread aged to perfection and peppered with green goodness.
It is then coated lightly with tine golden brown mustard from a leftover
McDonalds packet Serve with a handful of refreshing bathroom tap water
and—MUM MMM THAT* UP-SMACKIN' GOOD EATIrT!

ANSWERS
1. B, the smartest choice for breakfast is one that is low in fat but isn't
fat free entirely. Carbohydrates
eaten alone without any fat are digested immediately and turned to
sugar. Carbohydrates eaten with
fat are digested more slowly. You
still feel full for a longer time.

Q. Dear Mr. Collese: You have indicated on several occasions that you hate
stupid questions. Can you sive me an example of one?—Wondering
A. Dear Wondering: Hmm ... lets see, an example of a stupid question
huh? Hmm, now where might we find a stupid question... AH! Yes I think
I can do that. It might go something like this: "Dear Mr. College: You have
indicated on several occasions that you hate stupid questions. Can you
give me an example of one?—Wondering" GET THE PICTURE MORON?!
Q. Dear Mr. College: When you pretend you're a rock star, and play
electric air-guitar, what sound do you make?—Gotta Know
A. Dear Gotta: Good question. I usually go: ■NEEEYYR
NEEEEYYR SEEYRRNEEEYYR SEEEEEYYRRRRRr Or sometimes:
■BEEEEYYR BEEEYRRR DEEEYR DEEEEEEEYYYRRRRRRRRr

2. C, the beverage with the least
amount of caffeine is hot cocoa
with only 2-10 milligrams of caffeine. Tea has 20-50, coke has 45
milligrams.

Q. Dear Mr. College: During the Battle at Litbe Big Horn on June 25,
1876, exactly how many of General deters men were violently
slaughtered? Was jr. 265, or 275?—Cant Sleep At Night
A. Dear Can't: Uh ohl Looks like you're gonna be up
tonight too. You need to write to "Ask Mr. CARNAGE".
This Is Ask Mr. COLLEGF—Happens all the true.

Send questions, comments, and valuable cash pnzes to:
Mr. Collese • P.O. Box 431 • Gaithersburs MD • S0884O431

3. A,a 150 pound person burns 1.8
calories per minute.
4. C, orange juice has the least
amount of sugar with only 2 teaspoons. Grapefruit has 3 1/2 and
raisins have 4 teaspoons.
5. B, two large slices have 4 grams
of fat. A 1/4 cup of croutons has 1.9
grams and 1/2 cup of cottage cheese
has 1.2 grams of fat.
6. B, the bagel, a carbohydrate,
induces seratonin in the brain which
produces a calming effect.
7. B, unless you are hungry, the
walk is a better choice. You'll be
more alert during your exam. The
snack might make you feel stuffed
and sluggish.
8. A, tuna is the best choice. It is a
low fat source of protein that will
give you energy to take your test.

operating officer of Southern
Connecticut Gas.
As volunteers, the student nurses visit
the community center three
times a week to provide the
children 7 to 13 years old with
recreation, first aid, dental
care and anti-smoking information.
At the
Bridgeport Health Center , the
student nurses three times a
week assist with dental care and
immunization, weigh babies,
teach clients about asthma medication and conduct eye screenings.

O Antftonv ftubtno, Jr., 199!

Our Attitude

by Susan Kolcun
Anna Labrosciano

Fairfield Guys On the Highway to Hell
They like the ones that go fast, and they like the ones that go
slow. Some like them big, others prefer them to be a little smaller so
they are easier to handle. And some will even admit that when they
saw theirs, it was "love at first sight." So what are we talking about?
Guys and cars, of course!!
But isn't it funny how guys like girls according to basically the
same standards? Sure girls talk back (whether that's a plus or a
minus, I couldn't tell you), but now even cars do that! So what's the
point? Precisely this - we want to know how Fairfield guys rate
Fairfield girls in terms of their beloved automobiles.
So fire up your engines and let's see where this poll of 100
Fairfield guys will take us. Oh, and do proceed with caution!
How would you describe Fairfield girls in terms of a car?
A. VW Bug - so the paint job is suffering and the shape isn't very •
aerodynamic; nonetheless, it takes you where you want to go in its
own comfortable, laid back, broken-in style.
B. Volvo Wagon - your typical uptight, "grocery-getter with a kick"
kinda car, equipped with every safety feature imaginable so when the
engine starts and the wheels turn you know you're on a "safe ride".
C. Jaguar - you obviously expect more from this expensive car that
embraces the roadway while delivering an exhilarating thrust, so you
can drive hard as you are being planted deep in the comfort of fine
leather upholstery. (Unfortunately most like to test drive it but they
don't want to buy it).

A

B

C

22%

FOXY LOCKS HAIR SALON
•Cuts* Coloring* Perms* Hi-Lites*

|

We are offering $5.00 off
any hair service
with this ad
:

259 5888~
1275 Post Rd. (Brickwalk)

NEXXUS.PAUL MITCHELL-BIOLAGE.RUSK
i

:

HOT! Got a question or comment for Mr. College?
Co ahead. Write in. I dare ya!

Nurses Sponsor
Winter Sweater Drive
AP -The
School of Nursing has launched
a drive in coordination with the
Southern Connecticut Gas Company to collect sweaters and distribute them to needy children
and adults at the McGivney
Community Center in Bridgeport.
Boxes for
the collection have been set up
in the Barone Campus Center,
School of Nursing. Bellarmine
Hall(second floor)and at residence halls.
New and
used sweaters will be accepted
until Monday. Dec. 14, and will

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

'He who asks questions cannot avoid the answers'—Cameroon/an Proverb

The Place to be.
|

0\ I**
Proper ID required
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Fairfield Students Chew On This
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Around Campus
by Lynn Marchetti

Fruit Stripe? RainBlo? No! Fairfield palates prefer fresh breath to fun
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
There's at least thirty different chewing gum choices. And
Fairfield students chew their gum
wisely.
Seventy-five students
surveyed say the main criteria for
choosing gum is for reasons such
as taste, long lasting flavor, and
texture.
Students said they favor
flavors that last. How long the
flavor lasts influences the type of
gum chewed by 87% of the students surveyed.
Pete Gouveia 94' likes Trident because it lasts for two class
periods. Gouveia is not the only
one who wants his gum to last
throughout class.
Fifty of the seventy-five
students surveyed chew gum during class. Flavors need to hold up
during finals, too; then thirty-four
students will be likely to chew
gum.
But students also insist
they have to like the flavor. Cinnamon is one of the favorite flavors
for 28 students. Spearmint is also
popular. Sixteen students said
spearmint is one of their favorite
flavors.
A bad flavor can ruin a
gum. Stephanie Mancini won't
chew certain flavors. She says, "I
hate peppermint. I know that."

Bad flavor also ruins Bazooka for
Marion Barone. She comments,
"It's a good size, the comics are
cool, but the flavor is nasty."
Students like flavors that
give them good breath. The breathy

cinnamon types of gum are best
sellers at the Deli according to Deli
President Wendy Precious. Breath

is the reason Gouveia chews Trident. "It's small, compact, and
gives you great breath." Mary
Sweeney says. "Chew Dentyne for
lasting relationships."
Students who chew gum
also consider the sugar factor.
Fifty-five percent chew only sugarless gum. Fourteen chew both,
and twenty-one chew with sugar.
Reasons for choosing a
particular gum is up to the individual. For some, texture is important. Alison Brown can't chew
Carefree because she says, "Carefree has the worst texture, it's slimy
and waxy."
Size matters to other students. Kristin Raffone won't chew
Hubba Bubba. She says, "The
gum tastes good, but there's just
too much of it."
So who likes Trident? And
who gives their breath long lasting
flavor with Big Red? The most
popular gums are Trident and
Wrigley's varieties. Twenty-five
of the students surveyed chose
Wrigley's brands as their favorite
types, twenty-two chose Trident.
Trident and Wrigley's
have characteristics students look
for in a good gum. When they
choose gum to chew, students look
for taste, endurance, great breath
and variety.
Whatever gum you
choose, from Fruit Stripe to RainBlo, chew to your heart's content!

December Horoscopes
Susan Kolcun
Asst. Features Editor
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec.21) This is your month to put all the
ideas and projects that you' ve been
thinking about in to action. Remember that there's no better time
than the present!
Capricorn (Dec.22 - Jan. 20) So
you've confessed your true feelings and now all you can do is wait
and see what happens. But have no
fear, he/she "thinks" like you do!
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)- Get

•>•■>••

ready because a change in your
personal life is just around the corner. You won't know where or
when, but be prepared (and a breath
mint or two couldn't hurt either!)
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March. 20)- Don't
rely on others' big promises to get
you where you want to be. Instead,
be ambitious and go after what you
want yourself.
Aries(March. 21 -April 20) - Don't
be so hard on yourself! So you
made a mistake or two in the past
few days, you're only human.
Relax and everything will be okay.

Taurus( April 21 -May 21) So your
roomie is driving you bonkers ,
right? Well don't threaten to kill
just yet — wait a while and see
what happens. Who knows, things
may end up smelling as sweet as
roses!
Gemini(May 22-June 21)-So you
think you've had the night of your
life and now you are thinking what
could possibly come next? Well,
don't worry, it only gets better!
Cancer (June 22-July 23)-Get
ready, because you'll be doing
some travelling in the near future!

^\

What do you think of the 1992-1993
Fairfield Basketball Teams?

Jeff Londregan ' 93

Paul D'Ambrosio '93

"I think we will surprise
people this year. Hopefully for
the Seniors we'll have some suecess."

"Both Mens' and
Womens' have excellent work
ethics and it'll pay off this year."

Scott Parulski '93

Kathy Kehoe '93

"I think both programs
have had and continue to develop
in talent and success. This year
should be an exciting one. The
fan support will be strong."

"I think we're going to
have a great season! I'm looking
forward to the first big game."

So pack your bags and go see the
world!

mind and heart and you '11 see sunny
skies.

Leo (July 24- Aug 23)- The games
are over and no one has come out
the winner, so stop acting this way
and talk to that someone. Otherwise, you'll both get coal in your
stockings!

Libra(Sept. 24-Oct. 23)-A swift
kick in the pants is what you need
to get youselfback to normal. Figure out what's going on and fix it
quick!

Virgo(Aug. 24-Sept. 23)-Whatever is taking place has once again
played on your insecurities. Don't
let it get to you—keep an open

Scorpio(Oct. 24-Nov. 22)-Will
you ever learn? Stop jumping the
gun, slow down, think first, and
then maybe you wouldn't be in a
sticky situation like you are in now.

Editorial/Commentary
"One Day at a Time" is
Behind
Just a Rerun
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It's one of life's little ironies. Students will fight every weekend without
fail to maintain position in a keg line. They
will defend victims who have been unfairly
denied beer. But when it comes to more
long-term injustices, they give it half a
try and then let the battle become crushed
in the sand underneath the keg.
Yes, theTownhouse Graduation Policy.
Again. Have you given any thought this past
week to what you are going to do about it?
Or did you have more important things to
worry about - like how many kegs to order
for tomorrow?
WHAT ARE VOU WAITING FOR?
Vou can't live your life leaping from
one short-term goal to the next. Setting
short-term goals is important, too, because you must take short and gradual
steps on slippery rocks in order to cross
the river. But you must also look to the
other bank from time to time so that you
can plan ahead. What if the otherside is too
rocky for you to land on it? What if there
is a waterfall separating you from it?
What if you have to leave your
townhouse at 5 p.m. on Commencement
Day?
Living life day by day is fine, if you
don't plan on having any dreams to shoot
for. Remember, "One Day at a Time" was
just a television show.
And now it's off the air.
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Hello again! A lot of you
may be wondering, What's going
on with The Mirror? Are they
publishing on Fridays now?
No, we aren't. We've run
into a few snags with our outside
services, and I think it's about time
you've been made aware of what's
happening.
Our editors lay out their
sections from Sunday to Tuesday
night. Then I review the paper and
send it to the printer. On Wednesday, I review the galleys, or "rough
draft" of the issue, at the printer.
Once everything is set, I put the
paper "to bed," which means that
it's ready to be printed into the
final copy which you receive.
Once it's in bed, all hell
breaks loose. Or, at least, that's
been the case recently.
The printing press — a different company from the printer
which prints up our galleys — experienced budget cutbacks about
six weeks ago. As a result, they are
understaffed. Whereas they used
to userhree printing presses simul-
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the Scenes

taneously, now they only have
enough workers to run one. That
means major backlog, and unfortunately for us that translates into
The Mirror showing up late Thursday afternoon, after most of your
classes are finished.
I know how frustrating it is
not to se&tfaat fresh stack of newspapers greeting you as you enter
the Campus Center or your classroom building. A Thursday without The Mirror to leaf through
during class might as well be a
Monday. I know. I have that same

feeling. And I and the entire staff
get as frustrated as you do when we
don't find the paper waiting for us
first thing in the morning. Remember, we work on each issue
for at least a week — it's like
working on a research paper for an
entire semester and then finding
that you can't print it out. Frustrating, right?
So let me dispel the myths.
No, we are not publishing on Fridays from now on. No, we are not
incompetent. And no, we don't
think it's funny that you have nothing to read to keep you occupied
while your prof drones on.
I have been assured by our
printer that if the printing press
cannot handle the job, we will take
our business somewhere else.
Because not only are our advertisers getting annoyed, you are too.
And to me, that's an even bigger
concern.
Thanks for your patience.
Please keep on reading. After all,
The Mirror is all the more satisfying if you have to search for it.

Letters To The Editor
Townhouse Policy Petition ~ get involved now!f
To the Editor:
We are members of the
Class of '93 and will be graduating
in May. It's not a day we're looking forward to, because we have
had three-and-a-half fantastic years
here full of memories we're not
ready to wrap up yet. But since it's
inevitable, we have to deal with it.
We completely disagree
with the current townhouse policy
which is forcing us to leave our
townhouse at 5 p.m. on Graduation Day. But up to this point, the

policy still stands and nothing has
been done about it.
We would like to work toward a possible solution. We have
drawn up a petition, addressed to
the Department of Residence Life,
to change this policy and reinstate
last year's policy of leaving the
townhouses by noon on the day
after Graduation. We are asking
all townhouse residents — including juniors, because this affects
you, also — to stop by our house,
TH 111, any time between 7 and 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday,

December 7-10, to sign this petition.
If we don't do something
about the townhouse policy, we're
going to find ourselves kicked out
on Graduation Day. We know
we're not going to be ready to
leave. Are you?
Please stop by and help us
change this policy.
Patricia Sweeney
Margaret Nolan
Holly Butler
Laurie McQuade

Fairfield Swim team member upset at lack of press.
To the Editor:
After having swum and
dove in more than six meets, one
would think that there would be a
story in the Mirror about the men' s
and women's swimming and diving teams. Yet, none have appeared.
Why is this? Because we
don't produce revenue, let's say,
like basketball does? Since almost
the entire sports section of the
newspaper has been devoted to
basketball, I'll make comparisons
to the teams.
Even prior to the beginning
of their competing season, there

were articles about the basketball
teams. In the Nov. 19th issue, there
was "Meet the Men's team".
In "Column as We See
Them", Amy Kolenik complains
that the women's basketball team
would be lucky if they got 5000
spectators to their games this season. Counting parents who come
to several meets as new people, the
attendance for the swimming team
may only reach 500. This isn't
inhibiting our performances.
We train just as hard as any
other team. We may even practice
longer, putting in more than fourteen hours a week for a thirty or
sixty second race.

Such dedication should be
recognized. Even intramurals get
more coverage than we do, and
swimming and diving are varsity
sports! Just because people don't
bother to acknowledge us does not
mean we do not exist.
We deserve at least half of
the coverage other teams receive,
so let's get it.
Had I any journalistic ability, I would write myself, but being
a member of the swim team, articles would not receive the subjectivity that they deserve.
Jessica DiFiore
Class of 1996

Fairfield Professor commends Date Rape Article.
To the Editor:
Congratulations on the fine
article, "Date Rape: The Silent
Crime at Fairfield," by Debra
DeShong in the November 19th
issue of the Mirror.
It is vital that men and
women on campus be made aware
of the fact that date rape is rape and
can result in serious consequences,
including a criminal conviction and

prison sentence, for the rapist.
The Rape Crisis Hotline of
the Greater Bridgeport YWC A provides immediate, twenty-four hour
rape counseling by phone, plus assistance in person to anyone requesting it, and is available to our
students. The number is 333-2233.
This number should have
been listed with the article in the
box on where to go if one is sexually assaulted. I suggest that every

week the Mirror publish the Rape
Crisis Center Hotline number,
along with the numbers of the counseling center, the health center,
and security. This would provide
a great service to all students and
would be one step toward ending
the silence.
Lucy Katz
Associate Professor
School of Business

Write for the Mirror. Here's three reasons: 1. Your friends will think
you are cool. 2. The administration will like you a lot. 3. Jackie Durrell
will take you out to dinner and drop the noise ordinance charges.
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Lippman Battles to Remember Women in Vietnam
Nursing Professor Helps Women Gain Recognition 18 Years After Close of War
Jim Bodor
Managing Editor
Dr. Doris Lippman still remembers the women she served
with during the Vietnam War.
Now. thanks to her efforts, the
nation can remember and honor
those women as well.
.,.,
A memorial honoring the
women who served in the military
during the Vietnam War will be
dedicated near the site of the Vietnam Memorial Wall in Washington, D.C. on November 11, 1993.
The memorial is the product of
years of lobbying efforts by the
Washington D.C. based Vietnam
Women's Memorial Project, of
which Lippman, a nursing professor at Fairfield University, is Vice
Chair.
Lippman joined the Vietnam Women's Memorial Project
in 1984. An experience at the
West Haven Veteran's Memorial
Medical Center in 1980 inspired
her to become active in issues
pertaining to the Vietnam War. "I
went there and saw six or seven
men. One was wearing a flak
jacket, one had on a boonie hat,
another a First Calvary badge,"
Lippman said. "I knew they were
Vietnam vets, and I was shocked
because I thought everyone that
came back was alright."
At the time. Lippman explained, doctors and psychologists
knew little about post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), a disorder
afflicting some Vietnam veterans
which manifests itself in feelings
of alienation, sensitivity to loud
noises, and flashbacks, as well as
other symptoms. The sight of
veterans suffering from the disorder "sent my thoughts back to
Vietnam," Lippman said, and
started her involvement with a
number of Vietnam veterans
groups, including outreach programs, groups combating the prob-

The Vietnam Women's Memorial, scheduled for dedication
in Washington D.C. on November 11,1993. Nursing professor Dr. Doris Lippman assisted the group responsible for the
creation of the monument.
lems of exposure to Agent Orange, and the Vietnam Women's
Memorial Project.
The Vietnam Women's
Memorial Project has battled for
the creation of a memorial for
women veterans from 1984 to the
present. During that time the group
sought permission from four governmental organizations for the
creation of the memorial: the Secretary of the Interior, the National
Capital Planning Commission, the
Fine Arts Commission, and the
Parks Commission. The greatest
opposition to the creation of the
memorial came from the Fine Arts
Commission and its head, J. Carter
Brown. "They turned it down
because they said the Wall was
complete, the healing was com-

plete, and Brown said that if we
allow another statue we would be
inundated with requests to honor
even the canine core," Lippman
said. Brown eventually succumbed to pressure from the media and from Lippman's group,
and, with the help of legislation
introduced into Congress by Congressman Sam Gedjenson (CT)
and David Durenberger (MN), all
four government organizations
granted their approval by late 1991.
Lippman did not discuss her
experiences from the Vietnam War
prior to encountering the hospitalized veterans in 1980. "I had not
thought of Vietnam since 1969.
No one wanted to hear about it, so
I didn't talk about it," she said.
Lippman entered the Army Nurse

Corps in 1967,alongwifhherhusband, who joined the Army Medical Corps. They entered the military under the Berry plan, which
permitted them to choose where
they would be stationed because
of their medical training. "Initially we requested Vietnam, but
because there was not a big need
there before Tet, we ended up in
Japan instead," she said.
The Tet offensive waged
by the Viet Cong against the Army
of the Republic of Vietnam
(ARVN) and the United States
began on January 31, 1968. The
offensive increased the level of
violence at that point in the war,
and resulted in higher numbers of
casualties for both sides. Prior to
the start of the Tet offensive,
Lippman worked at a 50 bed hospital on Johnson Air Base, of which
only half of the beds were used at
any one time.
The Army moved Lippman
and her husband to the 7th Field
Hospital at Camp Oji in Tokyo, a
400 bed hospital, just prior to the
start of Tet. "From that point on,"
Lippman said, "the number of casualties increased sharply, and
there was an overwhelming shortage of bed space."
The military employed a
system called "triaging," in which
helicopters transported injured
soldiers to the most appropriate of
three hospitals, each of which dealt
with only one type of injury. The
7th Field Hospital at Camp Oji
dealt with broken bones, usually
multiple broken bones, and received an average of 50-70
wounded men a day during Tet.
Lippman's responsibilities included suturing wounds, drawing
blood, administering intravenous
materials, and cleaning contaminated wounds. "The weapons the
Viet Cong uses were highly contaminated, and caused extensive
wounds. In orderfora large wound

to heal, you can't suture it, so you
have to constantly clean it, two or
three times a day, and often that
was painful for the soldiers,"
Lippman said. The Viet Cong
contaminated their weapons with
dirt, excrement, and rusty nails,
making infection an additional
threat to wounded soldiers.
The Army discharged
Lippman in December, 1968 when
she became pregnant. She remained with her husband in Japan
until June 1969.
Estimates state that roughly
265,000 women served in the military during the Vietnam War, with
11,000 of them stationed in Vietnam. Almost 90% of those women
served as nurses, like Lippman.
The Department of Veteran Affairs estimates that 8% of the
women who served suffer from
PTSD.
The Vietnam Women's
Memorial portrays three women.
One holds an injured soldier, another looks to the sky for assistance, and a third kneels behind
the other two, and is only visible
upon circling the memorial.;
Glenna Goodacre, of Santa Fe,'
New Mexico, designed the statue.
Lippman looks forward to
the unveiling of the memorial, and
plans to attend the dedication cer-;
emony in November, 1993. "At
times I thought we would never
accomplish our goal," she said.
"But I'm excited about the work it
will do to heal, to help the healing
of women, and to speak of their
service for generations to come."
Fred Smith, the Chief Executive Officer of Federal Express
and a Vietnam veteran, donated
services to transport the statue from
New Mexico to Washington, D.C.
The statue will be displayed briefly
at various locations across the
country as it travels east, to be
viewed by those unable to travel to
Washington D.C.

Suburban Warriors Attack New York City, Depart Victorious
Helen Shaw
Staff Writer
This past summer, my
friend Lori and I were bored of the
suburban scene, we wanted to do
something exciting and embark on
an adventure like no other, so we
decided to take the train into New
York City. Amazingly enough, I
am alive to tell about it today.
That Sunday morning
when we boarded the train, we
must have looked as excited as two
little kids going to the circus. No,
we did not plan to do anything in
particular in New York, nor did we
bring a map of the city with us, but
we were thrilled to be going to the
Big Apple.
Nothing really strange
occurred on the train to our surprise; weexpected at least a couple
of muggings or deaths. We got off
the train at the first stop (we will
attribute that wise decision to the
amazing intelligence of college
students). Little did we know then

that we were in the heart of the
Village. The streets were vacant;
the person who said the city never
sleeps lied to us. Well, okay, there
was one person in that dingy neighborhood - a disheveled old man
who leaned toward us and said,
"Hey, children," as we quickly
walked past him.
We first turned left at the
station and walked two blocks, but
then the streets began to look really scary and we walked back the
other way. The World Trade Center loomed ahead, so we decided it
would be best to walk towards it.
The building seemed close, but the
distance was deceiving because of
the size of the building.
The journey to the Twin
Towers enabled us to see aspects
of the city that make it memorable.
Bowels of roads were bared by
construction, the sight of a squished
rat elicited squeals from us, and
man with glazed eyes and a unique
gait passed us. "That person was
probably just auditioning for a part

in a horror movie," was one of the
many thoughts we shared to comfort ourselves and restrore our sense
of safety. We were counting down
the number of hours we would be
allowed to live until somebody
would figure out that we were just
two naive suburban girls walking
aimlessly in New York City.
An immense sense of relief came over us when we arrived
at the World Trade Center. This
place looked safe because there
were mostly families touring
around and there did not seem to be
anyone who looked likely to suddenly snap and take hostages or
mug us.
There, we bought a map
from a stand outside the building,
only to discover later that the same
maps were being given out for free
inside — so much for being safe
from "rnuggers"^
We walked to South
Street Seaport, where we browsed
in the shops for a few hours and
then took a cruise on the Seaport

Line. Yes, we took pictures of the
Statue of Liberty and looked like
tourists who had never been to
New York City, even though we
had seen the sights several times
before, but we still had fun.

We did not go back to
that subway station in "weirdness
village" to return home; probably
our wisest decision of the day. We
left proud of ourselves — we actually survived a day in the city.
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Clinton Changes His Mind
Jim Bodor
Managing Editor
Voters often complain that
Presidents never do what they
promised to do while campaigning. Recent press reports indicate
that Bill Clinton will be no different from Presidents past; in the
past week he has made statements

News Analysis
which qualify statements he made
during the campaign.
Clinton has qualified statements on such issues as asylum for
Haitian refugees, staff reductions
in the White House and Congress,
the budget deficit, and homosexuals in the military.
For example, in "Putting
People First," Clinton's economic
plan which he distributed during
the campaign, Clinton said of staff
reductions, "I will reduce the White
House staff by 25 percent and challenge Congress to do the same."
On November 16, however, he said,
"The Congress took a cut last year
and the White House staff exploded
in the last four years. So I'm going
to go out there and set an example."
The statement seems to indicate
that Clinton will attempt to cut the
White House staff, but will not
challenge Congress as fiercely on
the issue as he said he would. One
possible reason for the waffling on
Clinton's part could be his wish to
build support in Congress by avoiding controversial issues like staff
reduction.
Clinton qualified another
statement made in "Putting People
First" regarding the budget deficit.
"My plan will cut the deficit in half
within four years," he said in the
economic plan. On November 12,

however, he said, "I believe that
what we have to do is to have a
disciplined reduction in the dept so
we send a clear signal to the markets at home and abroad that we're
going to bring this deficit down,
but that we do it more gradually
and within a framework which
permits us to substantially increase
investment."
The statement is reflective of the challenge Clinton faces
as he makes the transition from
candidate to President. The problems of reducing a massive debt
are becoming more evident to
Clinton, the development of policy
more difficult. He can no longer
make promises, he must instead

weakness, a weakness he seems to
be aware of, given his hesitancy to
jump into international decisions
blindly.
Finally, about homosexuals in the military, Clinton said
during the campaign, "I believe
patriotic Americans should have
the right to serve the country as a
member of the armed forces, without regard to sexual or affectional
orientation." On November 11,
the President-elect said, "My concern here is to do it in a way that is
most appropriate for the management of the whole national security and military interest of the
country. I want to consult with a
lot of people about what our op-

The problems of turning promises into policy
reveal themselves in recent statements which
qualify past positions.
find a way to implement his ideas,
a task he is finding more difficult
than he expected according to his
recent statements.
Regarding asylum for Haitian refugees, Clinton said in a
press release on May 27, "If I were
president, I would — in the absence of clear and compelling evidence that they weren't political
refugees — give them temporary
asylum until we restored the elected
government of Haiti." Most recently, however, on November 12,
Clinton said, "I believe that there is
a legitimate distinction between
political and economic refugees,
but I think we should have a process in which these Haitians get a
chance to make their case." This
decision, coupled with Clinton's
hesitancy to intervene in recent
French decisions regarding farming, shows Clinton's caution on
matters of foreign affairs. His experience in foreign affairs is his

tions are, including people who
may disagree with me about the
ultimate merits." The statement
can be taken as a direct reference to
General Colin Powell, and as a
concession to his leadership in
military matters. Powell has come
out strong against admitting homosexuals into the military;
Clinton seems hesitant to rebuke
Powell's belief, preferring instead
not to alienate or contradict anyone he might have to work with in
the future.
If one theme seems to be
dominant amongst the few statements Clinton has made since the
election, it is that he remains a
coalition builder, unwilling to displease large factions of the government. What remains to be seen,
then, is if he will prioritize his
policies, stand behind those in
which he most firmly believes, and
push those he most supports, even
in the face of opposition.
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A Note From the Editor
The Vietnam War remains on the minds of
many in America, 17 years after the United States
left Vietnam. Remembering the veterans of that war
has been something of a drawn out process — the
Wall was dedicated in 1982, the Three Fighting Men
Memorial in 1984. Now, one of Fairfield's own, Dr.
Doris Lippman, can claim to have worked for the
creation of the Vietnam Women's Memorial, a memorial honoring the women who served during
Vietnam. See the article on page 9 for more about
the role of women during the war, and Lippman's
contribution to the creation of the memorial.
In other articles, Helen Shaw describes her
first trip to New York City, and Tom McCarthy tells
us what students think about the alcohol policy on
campus.
Enjoy Christmas, and don't forget to read the
Mirror every Thursday when we get back.
-Jim Bodor

Where (and Who) Is That?
Guess the location of the thing pictured below and
win a free pizza from the Stag. Drop off entries in Box AA.
Winner will be chosen from all correct answers.
Tell us who the former Mirror editor pictured is, and
we'll be even more impressed than usual.
Congratulations to Ellen Rhatigan. She identified
the candle in the chapel from the last issue.
Mirror staff ineligible for contest.

Nude Scene Cut from Play at
Minot State University
(CPS) — A scene from the
play "Sleeping Beauty or Coma"
was cut from the student production at Minot State University because the script calls for an actress
to remove her bra with her back to
the audience.
According to the Red and
Green newspaper, the decision was
made by Minot State University
President H. Erik Shaar. who said
he was responding to public pressure about the scene. He told the
newspaper that he had not read the
play.
"Really, philosophically.

the issue is how many people have
to call before you act on something
like this. The answer is, no particular number," Shaar said. I
consider it good judgment. Censorship would have been to close
the play down without having read
it or seen it."
Student Association
President Scott Carlson disagreed,
saying Shaar censored the play
because he restricted artistic expression.
"How do we decide who
is to judge what is or isn't immoral?" he said. "I would guess

that most of the calls weren't from
students. And this is a student
issue."
The play shared a double
billing with "Vampire Lesbians of
Sodom." Before the productions
began, a speech on censorship was
held, and during the scene that was
cut, the actress had a banner across
her chest that said "Banned at
MSU."
She later unwrapped a
towel from her waist that said,
"Censorhip is Un-American."
Minot State University is
located in North Dakota.
Distributed Dy Tribune Media Services

Tuition Hikes at Private Colleges
Remain Steady in '92
While tuition increases remained above 10% in
1992, increases at private colleges remained at roughly
6%.
Information provided by the College Board, and
College Press Service.
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Schools Block Access to Crime Reports
(CPS) — Despite freedom
of information policies that exist
in all 50 states, campus newspapers are finding that administration officials are blocking access
to records needed for stories.
Some cases are ending up
in court as newspapers are suing
colleges and universities, contending that information is being denied to reporters that, under law,
should be made available.
"Next to censorship, access questions are the most numerous we receive," said Mark
Goodman, an attorney and director of the Student Press Law Center in Washington, D.C.
"It has dramatically
grown in the past years, especially
in crime reporting. Schools clearly
covered in sunchine are covering
up."
The Student Press Center
is a non-profit organization that
gives student editors and reporters
legal advice and refers them to
local counsel for free representation.
The "sunshine" Goodman
was referring to is open government law that allows the public,
including the media, into government meetings and gives access to
public records such as crime reports.
But that doesn't mean
public universities and community
colleges are complying with state
public record laws, Goodman said.
"The fundamental tendency of a bureaucracy is not to
want to reveal its activities," he
said. "Many schools simply don't
like the notion of having people
know what they're doing. Many
people do not appreciate the fact
they are servants of the public."
He c ited two current cases
of schools denying access to campus newspapers:
* The student editor of
the Northern Student at Bemidji
State University in Bemidji, MN,
sued the school when her paper
was denied access to campus police reports. The school claims the
reports are not covered in
Minnesota's open record laws.
* The Vignette, the student newspaper at Nassau Community College, in Long Island,
N.Y. is suing the school to look at
college employees' files in sexual
harrassment cases.
Gregory Schwartz, an attorney representing the Vignette,

"we have the
best focxtthe
beat service
and the best
customers"

1

News From Other Colleges
(MPS) — Colleges around the nation are talking about sex,
substances, and celebrations.
Madonna, like Madison Avenue, found out long ago that sex
sells.
But her best selling book "Sex," in which the pop culture icon
acts out her sexual fantasies in pictures, is getting mixed reviews at
campus bookstores, says Campus Marketplace, a weekly newsletter of
the National Association of College Stores.
Tim Philopson, the manager of the bookstore at St. Charles
College in Guam, told the newsletter he won't sell the book because he
doesn't want to offend patrons, even though he "likes to read the book
when nobody's in the store and rub myself up against the counter." The
manager of the bookstore at De Paul University in Chicago said he
wouldn't consider selling "Sex." The school is Catholic.
The book, which costs $49.95, sold out at the University of
Cincinnati bookstore in Ohio. The first order of 14 books sold quickly,
and more were ordered. A book buyer at Colorado State University in
Fort Collins didn't order "Sex" because of the price.
"I thought the price was extremely high for what you were
getting," Cindy Peterson told the newsletter.
At Dartmouth, university officials designated a substance free

(Continued on p. 12)

said the basis of the suit is that the
administration is violating New
York's Freedom of Information
Law.
The school turned down
the request from the paper on the
grounds that the information, if
disclosed, would "result in an unauthorized invasion of personal
property," Anna Marie Mascolo,
the school's attorney, wrote in response.
Schwartz said that while
the school's arguments have merit,
"they have to do what they need to
do to protect their teachers. But I
don't think they should."
An instructor was investigated on sexual harassment
charges and dismissed, and the
paper wanted to look at the his files
pertaining to the case.
Goodman, with the Student Press Law Center, said that
many campus newspapers don't
have the time or resources to file
suit and find a remedy.
"It is rare when a publication will pursue this to a court.
There have been administrators
who have told students, 'I don't
care about the law, you're not going to get this," Goodman said.
"They don't take students seriously."
All 50 states have some
open law and record provisions, he

said. One major function of the
Student Press Law Center is to let
students know what open government laws are applicable in their
state.
Colleges and universities
cannot use the Buckley Amendment as a justification not to release student crime records,
Goodman said.
The Higher Education
Act, enacted in July 1992, removes
crime records from the Buckley
Amendment, a 1974 law that prohibits release of student eductional
records without permission of the
student.
"We want them to realize
that this is not an idle threat. Penalties can be prohibitive,"
Goodman said.
"The one key thing we
do is to help student journalists
know what they are entitled to.
Only late is it that many schools
are compyling with these laws.
Many administrations look at their
institutions as private corporations,
ignoring the fact they are a part of
government."

Last Issue:
December
10,1993
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Teachers are
better
than Tapes
Ify OUT idea of great test preparation is sitting in a room with 2535 other students and naving your questions answered by a
cassette tape, then go to the other guy.
However, if you want a maximum of 15 students in your class;
if you want questions answered by your instructor; if you want
guaranteed score increases, call us.

Classes in Fairfield now forming:

OFF
i Large Pizza ,
I

Rising Christ, located behind the altar in the chapel.

■
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REVIEW
we score more

GMAT begins Dec. 5
GRE begins Dec. 29
LSAT begins Jan. 7
MCAT begins Jan. 30

I
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800/995-5565
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
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Why the Somali Relief Effort Will Work
James Bodor
Managing Editor

The United States military recently announced its intentions to provide relief for those in
Somalia suffering from the effects
of the drought. The plan as it exists
now appears easier to implement
than expected, thanks to the presence of 1,800 Marines who are
already stationed in the Indian
Ocean, just off the coast of Somalia.
The plan calls for the
Marines to land either north or
south of Mogadishu, the Somalian
capital, and secure the capital's
port or airfield. The Marines will
then establish 3 or 4 large regional
distribution centers, along with 6
or 7 smaller ones. Relief cites are
scheduled to be built in Wajir,
Bardera, Baidoa, Hoddur, and Belet
Huen, all cities just outside
Mogadishu.
Presently the United Nations estimates 100,000 Somalians
have starved this year. Two million of six and a half million Somalis are at risk of starvation if relief
is not soon provided, the UN further estimates.
There are 500 Pakistani
troops in Somalia at this time;
Somali
warlord,
General
Mohammed Farrah Aidid, opposes

the Pakistani presence, claiming
that the Pakistani know and understand little about the Somalian
people.
Aidid has supported aid
from the United States thus far,
however, encouraged it, in fact.
Observers say that Aidid views
assistance from the Pakistanis as
embarrassing; while American assistance is something he can accept without having the pride of
the country he represents.

relief effort.
General Colin Powell, for
example, expressed concern that
the military effort might fail if the
military is not given full control
over the relief effort.
According to a recent
Boston Globe report, however,
three factors make the relief effort
feasible:
* the terrain in Somalia is
favorable to an intervening force,
because the arid plateaus provide

The Somali relief effort will be
easier than critics think. A number
of factors should make the effort a
success.
On CNN "Evan's and
Novak," show last Sunday, acting
Secretary of State Lawrence
Eagleburger said that "something
must be done" to help the situation
in Somalia, and confirmed that the
United wants to lead a multi-national relief effort with the help of
the United Nations.
Others in government
have expressed concern about intervening in Somalia, fearful of
entering a situation ripe with problems never before encountered in a

few hills for snipers to hide behind.
* the forces opposing the
relief effort are an unorganized
collection with no centralized leadership.
* the Somalis are not unified around the opposition to the
American assistance.
These factors make the
relief effort in Somalia a more favorable proposition than a relief
effort in Bosnia-Herzegovina, as
some have suggested, and offer
hope that the effort will succeed.

Recent Survey Questions the
Ethical Standards of College Students
• h

(CPS) — College and
high school students admitted to
cheating, lying and stealing in a
two year national study on ethics,
a report released in November said.
The study, undertaken by
the California-based Josephson
Institute of Ethics, involved interviewing 8,965 young people nationwide and focused on ethics.

students and 42 percent of college
students had unprotected sex in the
past year.
"It is very clear there is an
increase in cheating. It seems to
me that there has been a real slippage in government in the importance of honesty, and children,
when they are being socialized, are
exposed to this," said Kevin Brien,

Sixty-one percent of college students surveyed cheated on an exam
in the past year. Twenty-one percent said they would falsify a report
to save their job.
Not all of the young people polled
were in school at the time.
"There is a hole in the
moral ozone and it is probably
getting bigger," said Michael J.
Josephson, president of the institute.
The report, he said, is indicative that the present 15 to 30
year old generation is more likely
to engage in dishonest and irresponsible behavior than other generations.
"Whether things are
worse or not, they are clearly bad
enough," the report said.
Among the findings from
the survey:
* Sixteen percent of college students and 33 percent of
high school students admitted to
shoplifting.
* Twenty one percent of
college students said they would
falsify a report if necessary to keep
a job.
* Sixty-one percent of
high school students and 32 percent of college students admitted
they cheated on an exam in the past
year.
* And, in the area of risky
behavior, 25 percent of high school

a philosophy professor at Washington College in Chestertown,
Md.
The Josephson Institute
is a non-profit organization that
studies various aspects of ethics. It
took two years to research and
complete its study on young people
and their attitudes toward lying,
cheating and risky behavior.
"While there is significant evidence that the present 15 to
30 year old generation is more
likely to engage in dishonest and
irresponsible conduct than previous generations, truly comparable
benchmarks do not exist to establish this fact," the report said. "But
where things are measurably worse
or not, they are clearly bad enough."
One in eight college students said they lied to insurance
companies, inflated expense
claims, lied on financial aid forms,
and borrowed money with the intent of not paying it back. At least
83 percent of high school students
and 61 percent of college students
lied to their parents at least once in
the past 12 months.
"It is in no way suggested
that this group of young people are
moral mutants who are genetically
disposed to self-serving and short-

sighted conduct," the report says.
"Instead, the survey reveals that
their negative dispositions often
developed in an atmosphere where
cheaters regularly prosper and honesty is not only the best policy."
Brien said that the IranContra affair, and other government and financial scandals in the
past 12 years, may have a direct
connection with student attitudes
about honesty and integrity.
What was disturbing
about the results, researchers said,
was the amount of cynicism expressed both by high school and
college students. Nearly 25 percent of high school students and 20
percent of college students agreed
with the statement, "It is not unethical to do whatever you have to
do to succeed if you don't seriously hurt other people."
Additionally, 74 percent
of college students, as opposed to
51 percent of people polled who
were not in school, agreed that,
"most people will cheat or lie when
it is necessary to get what they
went."
Society needs to teach a
core of ethical values and "every
social institution has the responsibility to promote the development
of good character," the report said.
"Since people do not automatically development of good moral
character, conscientious efforts
must be made to help young people
develop the values and abilities
necessary for moral decision making and conduct."
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Bodor s Bravura
Origins of Scroogistic Tendencies
James Bodor
Managing Editor

Ah, Christmas, what a
wonderful time of year. It's coming
up
soon,
you
know...Flashback, 1979: My father is hauling the tree up the
cellar stairs swearing under his
breath while my mother yells at
him about the lights, don't forget
the lights, and my sister attempts to get drunk off three day old eggnog
covered in a thin film that she likes to peel away and fling at the dog,
which is running in circles around my father's feet and barking and
will probably vomit on the rug from all the excitement. And after the
dog vomits my mother yells again at my father, for stepping on the
vomit and dragging it across the room, and he swears some more under
his breath, convinced that he's lost his mind since he spent all day
putting lights around half dead bushes in the front yard, and now he's
fighting with a tree that was a pain in the neck to cut down to begin with
and will make a mess on the rug when its leaves fall off which he will
have to clean up.
Ah, Christmas. What a wonderful time of year.
Some of you who know me know I'm something of a grinch.
But for those of you who don't know me, allow me to explain.
Christmas for me has never been the fun filled extravaganza the annual
Christmas specials make it out to be. It's been quite the opposite, as
a matter of fact. So bad that I dread Christmas now, for fear of what
disaster might hit this time.
For example...Flashback, 1981: The entire family (seventeen
uncles, thirty one aunts, 52 cousins named Anthony, 4 grandparents,
a great-grandmother who calls me Mike, dozens of runny-nosed little
brats under the age of ten) is enjoying Christmas dinner together. I eat
a little, then slip away to my room, content to play with my pet turtle
away from all the racket. The day before, my father told me I should
turn up the lamp in his cage, to keep him warm, because it's so cold
outside. I enter my room ready to take the little guy out, put him on the
hardwood floor, and let him meander about the house, frightening my
aunts. From across the room, everything looks fine, though he seems
a bit inactive — he's not moving at all, in fact. Must be sleeping, I
think. I pull him out of the cage, put him on the floor, and wait. He
doesn't do anything. Then I realize why — he's been fried! Dead
turtle, on Christmas eve.
We buried him in the frozen earth in the backyard that night.
Not traumatic enough to explain my extreme scroogistic
tendencies? What about 1983? I can barely mention 1983, it was so
horrible! My hands tremble as I attempt to describe what happened...
Flashback, 1983: I am sick. I have been sick for months. I
have one of those mysterious diseases 12 year olds contract during the
winter months for no apparent reason. Christmas is a day away. I'm
feeling a little better. My fever broke the week before. My stomach
settled just after that. My throat still hurts — but Santa is coming, with
all the loot, who cares about a little cold? Life is good.
I'm also feeling a little rambunctious, having been inside all
those months. I'm running around the house, screaming "Santa's
coming! Santa's coming! Yeah, I know he's not real, but I like the
gifts!" The cellar door is open just a bit (my father's probably hacking
away at the base of a tree downstairs). The dog is frolicking around my
feet. I stand at the top of the cellar stairs and yell down to my father.
"Dad, whatchou doing down in the dungeon?" My sister runs down
the hallway, and pushes the cellar door closed along the way. The door
pushes into me, I step on the dogs head for balance, but the dog jumps
away, I teeter a moment at the top of the stairs, but then, gravity wins
out.
I fell down 13 stairs, head over heels, and smacked my head
against the cement at the bottom. My father nearly had a coronary at
the sound of my head hitting the cement, but did manage to get me to
a hospital.
I spent Christmas moving really slowly, while my parents
watched me for signs of a concussion. My friends played football on
my front lawn with my new nerf football while I convalesced, stopping
only to yell at my bedroom window, "Too bad you can't play too —
this ball is great!"
Ah. Christmas. What a wonderful time of year.

Colleges Around the Country...
(Continued from p. 11)
dormitory this year, and applications to live in the building were nearly
double the number of available rooms.
"I wanted a dorm I could come home to where I could have fun
with my boyfriend, Tom Philopson. I definitely like it here." said Laura
Uning, a freshman resident.
The dorm, Butterfield Hall, houses 55 students. University
officials said the request for a substance-free dorm was made by students
last spring.
Students who live in Butterfield Hall have to sign an agreement
that states they will adopt "the goals and community standards established for a substance free dorm."
And finally, the College of William and Mary will mark its
300th anniversary with a year long series of events in 1993.
The college was chartered February 8, 1693 by King William
III and Queen Mary II of England to bring education to colonists and
Christianity to Native Americans. Among its early alumni are Thomas
Jefferson, James Monroe, and John Tyler, all presidents of the United
States. William and Mary, a public, four year residential university, will
focus its celebrations on two periods.

Commentary
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The Legacy of Malcolm X
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
The autobiography is at the
top of The New York Times
bestseller list.
The movie, directed by
Spike Lee, raked in over $10 million dollars in its opening weekend.
The man, born as Malcolm
Little on May 19,1925 in Omaha,
assassinated as El-Hajj Malik ElShabazz on February 21, 1965 in
New York City, and known to the
world as Malcolm X, has gained a
wider acceptance now than he had
during his own lifetime.
But if white America is rediscovering Malcolm X, and black
America is reclaiming him, there
still remains the touchy task of
defining him.
The struggle to understand
and interpret his legacy continues
today, not only in urban battlegrounds, or in the musty offices of
historians, but right here on the
campus of Fairfield University.
Perhaps a quick Malcolm
bio is in order:
Malcolm Little was born in
1925, a child of the Depression.
He and his siblings were sent off
to separate foster homes after the
death of his father and the breakdown of his mother. He attended
school in Michigan for a while,
but dropped out in the eighth grade
and moved to Boston, and later
New York.
It was there that he slid into
a life of crime, pimping, dealing
drugs, and committing petty thieveries in the swing clubs and hotels
of Harlem and Roxbury. These
activities won him a six-and-ahalf year sentence in the Massachusetts prison system.
Once behind bars, Malcolm
underwent a dramatic change. He
began to educate himself. He got
off the drugs. He read everything
he could find. He converted to
Elijah Muhammad's Nation of
Islam, with its narrow brand of
black nationalism.
By 1959, he was the
organization's most effective
spokesman, preaching the ideals
of economic self-reliance, and
black moral superiority over the
"white, blue-eyed devils."
He tried to instill a sense of
culture, of power, and pride, into
the hearts of blacks everywhere.
His voice was proud, angry, defiant, separatist, a counter to the
integrationist philosophies of
Martin Luther King, Jr.

His was a voice of black rage
against the white hatred that had
created him.
Yet Malcolm was constantly
evolving. Discouraged by the
womanizing of Elijah Muhammad,
whom he had adopted as a father
figure, he broke away from him,
and embarked upon a pilgrimage
to Mecca in 1964.
On his return, he pronounced
that Islam could embrace people
of all races, and he renounced racism, and took the Islamic name ElHajj Malik El-Shabazz.
When he was assassinated
(presumably by Muslims, angry at

There is pain here. And
the people who feel it
find solace in Malcolm.
Fiona Edwards, a
black sophomore marketing major from East
Orange, New Jersey,can
stagger you with her
mixture of righteous
pride and world-weary
despair.
"As a minority at
Fairfield, every single
day, I feel frustrated and
defeated," she says.
While she has never
been called a racist name
by a fellow student here,
or fallen victim to a blatant incident like the one
that happened up in
Dolan Campus last year
(the word, "Nigger" was
scrawled on a student's
poster-board), she has
experienced racism of a
subtler form.
"I feel defeated
when I see that the Office of Multicultural Relations is all the way up
in Dolan — across from

"As a minority at
Fairfield, every single
day, I feel frustrated
and defeated."
Fiona Edwards, f95
his having denounced Elijah
Muhammad), in Harlem, on February 21,1965, Malcolm was striving, transforming. An idol to millions, he was still trying to redefine himself.
An article by Terence
Rafferty in the November 30 issue
of The New Yorker magazine reveals that "Malcolm, in the baffled,
final months of his life, complained
to (Autobiography author) Alex
Haley that he was trapped by
people's perceptions of him - immobilized in his image, and unable to 'turn the corner.'"
The impact of this man, who
stood—and continues to stand—
for so much, on Fairfield University, can be noticed if only by the
random sighting of "X" hats and
jackets bobbing their way around
the Campus Center. Malcolm is
needed here, at a school where the
minority is badly outnumbered.

a boiler," she says.
"When I look at the
spring catalog and
don't see the alternative courses I should be
seeing. When my black
girlfriends from home
come to visit, and get
lost, and are sent to security, rather than to the
campus itself, to ask for
directions."
Fiona argues, too,
about the lack of an alternative mentality
here. Her teachers, she
says, never having been
exposed to alternative
opinions, can't teach

(continued to
p. 16, Arts and
Entertainment
section)
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A Final Exam From Hell
No matter who you are, you're failing
this one.
Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor

You're tired, your two hour old
cup of coffee tastes like tobacco flavored mud water, your eyes become
heavier as you battle to keep them open,
skimming page after page on topics like
Horticulture, Plato or hellish Urban Economics, all the other lights on your block
and in your dorm are off as your clock
radio in clicks to 4:15AM. Yes, this is
one of the best ways to spend your final
days of 1992, staying up all night, reading, drinking coffee and memorizing. Ahh, the all-nighter. We all have pulled one
of these at one time or another during our stay at the big F.U. (exception freshmen:
don't worry, you'll get your turn very soon).
The all nighter, yep, it sucks. Why do we do it? Because we want to?
"So Tommy what are your interests, why do you want to go to Fairfield?"
"Well, I like to play with my dog Butchie and I just love a great all-nighter,
studying until my eyes begin to tear and burn and dropping enough No - Doz to
knock out Elvis."
No, we do it to answer test questions found on Final Exams. No matter how
much you have blown off a class, the all-nighter will always give you results, on
any test. Well, any test except for this little Final Exam that I found. This exam has
questions that I can guarantee are unanswerable. Take a look :
Fairfield University :

Final Exam Fall 1992

1. Why is FUSA worrying about how many spelling errors they can find
in the Mirror, an organization that they have no jurisdiction over, when the
townhouse policy, which will kick seniors out on Graduation Day, is still in effect?
2. If you take all the tickets given out by the Fairfield police, to Fairfield
University students at the beach, and add in one year's tuition, is the resulting
number higher or lower than infinity?
3. Which issue has been blown out of proportion more? The Stag-Her Inn
debates or Madonna's new book titled "Sex"?
4. Why has Fairfield University taken away a third, and most necessary,
reading day from students during Finals week?
5. Why are finals being given two days before Christmas?
Part 2: If you have an afternoon final on December 23 and you live in
Chicago, what is the chance you will make it home in time for Christmas? New
Year's? Valentine's Day?
6. Will townhouse seniors be able to drive home drunk the day of
graduation when their cars are packed with all of their valuable possessions?
7. If you were born on Leap Day, February 29 1974,can you get a
wristband at the townhouses before 2058?
8. Which number is smaller? The number of parties at the townhouses this
past semester - or - the number of Freshmen who will decide to stay here into their
Sophomore year or negative infinity?
9. Does Jackie Durrell really think someone is going to get killed at the
beach - or - is she mainly worried about her property value going down?
10. Were the beach home owners (year round residents) told by their real
estate agents that a college containing over 3,000 students is in this town before
they closed on their homes?
Part 2: Were they told that Fairfield University was here well before they
got here, and it will be here well after they move their old behinds to Florida in a
few years? !
11. Why did Ms. Molly act so friendly to Doobie the bumblebee?
Part 2: If Ms. Molly and Doobie had children, would they be uglier than
the night crew at the Reef Road 7 - Eleven?
12. How many people will know who the Spin Doctors are in five years?
Will that number be greater or lower than the number of beer bottles allowed in
the Fairfield dorms?
13 How did Dan Quayle ever become Vice - President of the United
States? Will we ever see Dan Quayle again after January?
14. If Batman raced the Fairfield Security guards across campus, who
would win?
Part 2: If the prize was a lifetime supply of Glazed donuts, who would
win?
15. What is more exciting: New Years Eve at a nursing home in Tallahassee, Florida - or - a Friday night at Fairfield University?
16. How many spelling errors did FUSA find in this exam?
So, there you have it. The only exam on Earth that is "all-nighter" proof.
In a few weeks when you are dead tired, wishing you had kept up in class, staying
up all night, just remember this test and realize that any final you have can't be any
harder than this.
Not by a long shot.

W W GOTTA K)Wr BUSH W MXi PERfECTED HIS KBWIH6 STYLE!
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By the way, if anyone thinks they have answers to any of these questions,
send them in to Box A A. I'll be happy to print them in a future issue of the Mirror.

Commentary
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Name That Goon

Magic Johnson:
A True Story of Success

Since we took a look at the top ten forgotten rock
groups of the 80s, we figured that we should print
those forgotten top ten television shows of the 80s as
well.

Nicole Rivard
Staff Writer

Many words might come to mind when we are asked to describe Magic Johnson. Is success one
of these words?
Success has many different meanings for many different people. I believe that success means
to be satisfied with the choices one has made.
Magic Johnson, for this reason, is successful.
Despite the HIV virus and the moral issues raised on how he contracted the disease. Magic
Johnson the basketball player is as successful as anyone could be. In a televised interview Magic said,
"I was born to play. God created me to play basketball." He plays for the love of the sport.
He is not only physically but emotionally involved in the game. Two months before he found
out he had the HIV virus and retired from basketball, he got married. It took Magic 14 years to make
the commitment of marriage, which exemplified his commitment and love for the game. He stated, "My
whole life was basketball. I thought that marriage might hurt basketball."
After he retired last November, Magic would watch the games and go around his house brooding.
He wanted so badly to be out there playing.
Almost a year later, to the surprise of the public, Magic announced that the was going to play
again this season.
To return to this former success, this former happiness, Magic worked very hard. He played in
four exhibition games. But then one night after receiving a minor scratch and seeing the fear on
everyone's faces he decided that he had made the wrong choice. His comeback had been bittersweet.
He was doing what he loved but it was amidst the criticisms of other players and friends. In response
to a criticism mentioned by another player, he had this to say. "I'm hurt inside. I won't get the chance
to play, he has to look out for himself. It's too bad it's at my expense."
Magic reached the epitome of his success during the Olympics. For him there will never be
another moment like that. When they placed the gold medal around his neck he was in tears saying "a
prayer of thanks" to God.
If we were to ask Magic himself I'm sure he would agree that he has truly been successful despite
all of the hardships and criticism he has had to endure over the past year.

Remember these classics?
10. The Ropers: (Spin Off from Three's Company). The total
number of shows that actually aired was two. They were reincarnated
and later came back in the 90s as Al and Peg Bundy.
09. Riptide: Any show that stars a Robot and a helicopter has
got to go. Look for reruns on USA and about three or four bad guys to
be thrown into an ocean from a boat regularly.
08. Buck Rogers in the 25th Century: Ah yes, another robot
show. The stars of this beauty were Tweekie and the smart circle robot
thing that looked like a frisbee. To put it horje^l^ this show sucked,
unfortunately I watched every one. Yes, even the later episodes that
teamed Buck up with Hawkman.
07. Silver Spoons: Erin Gray makes it to the list twice with this
bad boy. First as Wilma in Buck Rogers (see number 08) and now as
Ricky Schroeder's step-mother. I don't know why we watched a show
about a little brat from a rich home who was given everything he ever
wanted, even a train that was longer than the New Haven-New York
Line. The little crap didn't even use those video machines in his living
room. Don't want them? Give em' to me. Whoever created that show
should do one about Fairfield University, he'll/she'll make a fortune.
06. The Patchwork Family: It aired at about 6:30 AM every
Saturday morning. It was really created for all those hyper kids who
couldn't sleep because it was Saturday (like myself)05. Laff-a-Lympics: hosted by Snagglepuss and some other
whining wolf thing. The thing that was bad about this show was the
Really Rottens cheated all the time and they got caught all the time.
You'd think someone would wise up and get a new team to replace these
idiots.
04. Hardcastle and McCormick: It was about a judge teaming up with a racecar driver to fight crime in their own, exciting way. This
show, out of the A-Team school of TV, was possibly the most predictable, pathetic show on TV. The judge gets his ass whipped, McCormick
drives really fast, McCormick gets thrown in jail, the judge gets him out,
explosions, gun fight with 8 minutes left in the show, end credits.
03. Flo: This was about the slutty waitress who used to work
at Mel's Diner on Alice. She should have never left. "Kiss my grits" —
I don't think so honey. You used to be an actress playing a waitress in
Arizona. Now you are a waitress in Arizona.
02. Hooperman: Jack Tripper or John Ritter -1 can't tell the
difference. Jack plays a detective who always gets into trouble, as
opposed to a chef who always gets into trouble. He makes a great career
move after this show is canceled when he stars in Problem Child,
Problem Child 2 and Stay Tuned.
01. V: Lizard people from outer space came to steal the Earth's
water supply. We fought back. That pretty much says it all.

Quotes Of The Week
"Me so horny!"
-A Sexually frustrated sophomore.
"I hope this won't affect our friendship."
- a redhead to his housemate.
"I just charged this Coke."
- Jeanne Corea '93, in class last week.
"I can't, I like men too much!"
- Stacey Irwin '93, at dinner, talking about why she would never be a nun.

"What is this, a first grade classroom?"
- a sophomore, when the Pit RA came into a room and asked what everyone was doing.
"If you don't have the moneeee, you don't get in to the paaaaaty. Plus Bricka, you owe me
back payments!"
- the future owner of SS Stocks and Bonds.

Yeah, the shows that we watched back then were really bad. But, just
like ourmusical taste, we watch really good shows now, like MacGyver,
A Different World, Melrose Place, The Richard Bey Show, Full
House, Northern Exposure....
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What A Nice Way To
"Asylum" Livens Up WVOF Airwaves
Spend Thanksgiving
The Fairfield Mirror

Jennifer Delos Santos
Contributing Writer

Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts &
Entertainment Editor

It's a "relief from the common everyday problems." Okay.
This statement sounds like an advertisement for the game show
Wheel of Fortune or an opinion
about a bathtub full of Calgontake-me-away bath bubbles. However, this is not the case at all. The
statement was made by James
Iannone describing the WVOF radio show of which he is an assistant disc jockey. The radio show's
head DJ is Christopher McTague,
who endeavored to take on this
radio show during the first semester of his freshman year.
If you think McTague
simply expressed his desire to become a WVOF disc jockey one
day, and boom, the next day he was
a DJ, well you're wrong - it wasn't
all that easy.
Usually, a DJ wannabe
has to train for one semester and if
the person is good enough, they
would be given their very own
show.
So, God decided to bless
us with McTague's heavenly presence on the radio air waves, and
along with him came four others.
If you are a regular listener, you
may know them as Crazy Steve,
Straightjacket Jon, Maniac Mike,
and Beaker (a.k.a. Steve Ustaris,
Jon D'Andrea, Mike Lynch, and
James Iannone, respectively). All
these characters comprise "The
Asylum" - which is the name one
may rightly use if they wished to
refer to the radio show. "The Asylum is just what the name says,"
explains McTague.
True to their name, these
guys possess a Howard Stern-esque
and Saturday Night Live - like
type of humor, the combination of
which is conducive to their corny,
yet hilarious behavior on the show.
This is the only show I
know of that can successively pull
off a skit starring John Travolta
and Mr. Myagi, and not sound like
a bad Karate Kid sequel. Their
little comedic dialogues range from
Ivan Lendl talking about how SnapUp increases his sexual prowess,

Thanksgiving is a
joyous day of the year for most
people. Families gathers together,
some of whom hardly see each
other, and enjoy a wonderful time
of food and togetherness. Not
me, though. Sure, I enjoy a nice meal, but while I'm digging into m>
turkey, I can't help but look at the clock and realize that I have to go tc
work in an hour. What a pleasant holiday feeling!
Why me? Of all the places I could be working at, why die
I have to pick one that never closes - the movies? We are open ever)
day, 365 days a year, and the only way we'll ever close is due to some
impending disaster like an earthquake or fire (and even then, we stil
have to report to work at whatever's left of the building!)
So, instead of enjoying a relaxing night at home, like the
rest of the world, with relatives who I practically never see, I had tc
spend Thanksgiving selling tickets at the Milford Fourplex to a bunch
of brain-dead customers, most of whom probably didn't even knov.
what day it was.
To add insult to injury, the theatre was busy all night
almost like it would be on a Saturday. Why? Can't people just staj
home with their families for one night? Is that so much to ask? Dc
people absolutely have to come see Under Siege on Thanksgiving
night? Don't they realize that Malcolm X and Bram Stoker's Dracula
will still be the same movies if they see them two days, weeks, or years
later?
To put even more salt into the wound - we loving
employees, who loyally work our butts off for the National Amusements company, do not even get paid any extra for working on holidays
All we receive is our meager hourly wages. I guess you can say thai
working on Thanksgiving night is the equivalent to working on any
other Thursday. I, by the way, get paid $6.50 an hour, and if you think
that's bad, here's a real killer for you - I'm the highest paid staff membei
on the employee payroll. The only reason I put up with working there
is because of my "seeing movies for free" privilege. Other than that, ii
disgusts me that I work for a bunch of skinflints!
So I went to work on Thanksgiving night feeling sad thai
I couldn't be home with my relatives. I was angry that I had to be there
and, believe me, the last thing I was in the mood to put up with was the
usual bunch of idiotic questions which moviegoers ask me shift aftei
shift. I had to try and keep my cool.
It was difficult to stay calm, though, as some of the
questions that I had to answer over the course of the night were ever
dumber than normal.
Working at the box office, I am in charge of answering the
phone at all times. The first five phone calls I took, and a large majority
of them throughout the evening, had someone asking me if the theatre
was open tonight. What the kind of question is that? If the theatre is noi
open, then what the hell am I doing there? Do people actually think thai
I sit in a closed theatre all day on Thanksgiving just to answer theii
ridiculous phone calls? These cynical thoughts echo in my head as i
respond to their question. Naturally, I don't speak this frankly to the
customers because I'll get fired. I simply answer "yes" in a heartwarm
ing tone before slamming the phone back down in disgust.
Early in the night, before it got real busy, a teenage gir
came in and asked me an incredibly asinine question but, to her credit
it is one I've never been asked before. She wanted to see Bram
Stoker's Dracula, and she saw me selling tickets to several othei
patrons. Intelligently, she comes up to me and asks, "Is this where yoi
buy Dracula tickets?" I simply smiled and nodded to her, but I was
thinking evil thoughts simultaneously. What the hell does she think I'rr
going to say? No, this isn't where you buy Dracula tickets. I'm only
here to sell tickets to the other three shows. If you want Dracula tickets
you have to go to the ladies' room and purchase them from the cashiei
right next to the tampon machine, stupid.
I don't anybody to perceive me as a nasty person; Trr
really a nice guy. but after four and a half years of working at the same
place, you get a little tired of the incompetence some people possess ir
the thinking process.
Obviously, another reason I'm so skeptical is because I'm
one of the poor fools who somehow got coaxed into working on one ol
my favorite days of the year. While my family was at home digging ir
to white meat and delicious mashed potatoes. I was in a theatre lobby
picking up empty soda cups and popcorn bags in between shows.
As it grew later, we became busier. In fact, we were se
busy at one point that the people seemed to be crowded together in the
lobby like ants. I figured that working on Thanksgiving night would be
an easy shift. Boy, was I wrong! We were mobbed!
Then, as my ticket line (which probably ended in Bermuda) grew, movies began selling out. Usually, it is a relief when a filrr
sells out, because it allows my line to shrink. On this night, however
I felt like I had to struggle for survival. When I announced thai
Malcolm X was sold out for the evening, a majority of the customer;
in my line looked at me as if they wanted remodel my face with i
sledgehammer. Fortunately, they either left or went to see something
else, and I got through the shift unharmed.
Finally, to add the finishing touches to an intensely
frustrating night, we had to deal with midnight shows, most of thenstarting after 12 a.m. Who in the world would ever think of seeing a
midnight show on Thanksgiving? I can just imagine a father saying tc

to Brendaand Dillon from Beverly
Hills 90210 getting it on in the
middle of the Vietnam War, to
wiping Cindy Crawford's butt.
(Huh? Don't ask, just listen to the
show.)
In all actuality, these guys
are frighteningly spontaneous and
come up with their voice impersonations about ten minutes before
they go on the air. They base their
bizarre parodies on television commercials, old television sitcoms,
and anything else out there in the
media that's worthy to be mocked.

need to be drunk to listen to these
guys - although sometimes it may
seem like they are.
Top Ten Reasons to Listen to
"The Asylum"
10) It's a non-alcoholic event (for
them, I think it just may be coincidental).
9) It's an all-request show that
doesn't take requests (seriously,
they play classic and modern rock).

"The DJs possess a Howard Sternesque and Saturday Night Live-like
type of humor, the combination
which is conducive to their
hilarious show."
So what exactly are these
guys about? Lynch believes that
the radio is a place where he can
freely express his opinions about
life in general. D'Andrea considers "The Asylum" as "just a bunch
of people sitting around and talking," while Ustaris applies his
meaning of life to the show which
is "to enjoy yourself without hurting other people."
And what do these wild
and crazy geeks do besides sit
around and make fun of other
people on a Thursday night? "Well,
if their Nintendo is on the fritz,
their Super Nintendo is always a
good alternative," claims Ustaris.
But in all seriousness,
these guys are out to have a good
time, and to entertain their devoted
listening public.
And what destructive
force of nature brought these guys
together? Aside from having a lot
of free time on their hands, the
reason as to why their show is so
successful is because they were
always great friends from the beginning. I guess being on the same
wavelength, no matter how far out
it is, does help a little too.
So it is possible to have a
pretty cool time without being intoxicated - you don't necessarily

8) If you can't go out and get
sloshed because of a twenty page
paper due in English Friday morning, the show makes an excellent
study break.
7) They're all oh so attractive.
6) The touching dedications make
you feel all warm and fuzzy inside.
5) I think they know the answer to
the meaning of life, if not, they at
least have the answers to old accounting exams.
4) Where else can you hear an'
intellectual debate between Sinead
O'Connor and Ross Perot?
3) You can actually witness the
progressive damage in a human
brain that comes with playing!
Tecmo Bowl on Nintendo twentyfour hours a day.
2) Asylum parties. If you do
happen to be a tad plastered, then
the jokes are all the more funny.
1) It's the next best thing to
"Batman's" weekly midnight appearances in the quad.

Charles Dickens' traditional Yuletide tale, "A Christmas Carol," will come alive at Fairfield University's
Quick Center on Sunday, December 13 at 3PM and
7:30PM in a musical adaption. A fantastic production,
it has enough music, dancing and costumes to put a bit
of Xmas spirit into everyone -- even Scrooge. Tix are
$25 and $20 for adults, and $12.50 and $10 for kids.
(continued on page 16)
.,SJu.4entndiscounts available. Box office: 254-4010.
.a...^
X...J iiflfiii' 'i—Mann .
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The Legacy of Malcolm X
(continued from p. 13, Commentary section)
Johnnie says, "Malcolm was
saying,' Look. Why should we get
beat up? If someone hits you, hit
'em back.' He was from the North,
unlike King.
The white man had used and
abused him throughout his childhood, so he had more bitterness
and anger than King."
But Johnnie adds that, towards the end of his life, Malcolm
never stopped believing in black
equality.
"He thought, 'We can do this

Bridgeport, Connecticut, as well
as a starting guard for the Fairfield
Stags, knows Fiona's frustration,
and he also finds inspiration in
Malcolm.
"Sure, I've experienced racism," he says. "But I figure, if I can
overcome that, it makes me that
much more of a man. If a man as
great as Malcolm could stand up
to it, then I can let it bounce off of
me."
Malcolm X is clearly important to Johnnie as a symbol for

them, and she is unfairly forced to
accept that. This means that when
a teacher talks of "mutton" as
sheep, while Fiona knows "mutton" as goat (as they are called in
her native Jamaica), Fiona is
forced to change her ideas to succeed in the classroom.
Although she considers herself more of a "King person," Fiona
identifies strongly with Malcolm's
desire for cultural unity and pride.
"Islam was about unifying
people," she says, "and we need a

"Malcolm thought, rWe can do it my way or
Martin's way, but we We going to get it done
one way or the other.f" — Johnnie Jones
basis for that unity throughout this
entire country. Even on campus,
in AHANA (The African, Hispanic, Asian, North American
Society), we don't have the unity
we need."
Fiona also picks up on the
poetic quality of the "X" in
Malcolm X (it's also the symbol
with which Malcolm canceled out
his slave name, Little): its function as an unknown, a variable.
"Wearing my 'X' hat is my
way of telling people, 'You can't
define me.'
Like Malcolm, she is still
reaching to find herself. Also like
him, she carries about her a proud
sense of her culture.
"You have to bring to people
the ingredients of who you are,
where you come from. And if they
don't like it? Bring 'em anyway."
Johnnie Jones, a black junior communications major from

what any dedicated black person
can do.
"He showed blacks that we
have no excuse for not achieving
our goals - not even a lack of
schooling. Because Malcolm never
even finished school, and he became one of the greatest speakers
of all time."
Like Fiona, Johnnie calls
himself "more of a King person."
Though many historians believe
that the visions of Malcolm and
Martin were converging in their
final years, the big distinction between the two men remained this:
Martin, (and this was perhaps a
reflection of his peaceful Southem Christian background) thought
that unity could be achieved peacefully, while Malcolm preached a
doctrine of self-defense. King
spoke of turning the other cheek,
Malcolm - of striking back at your
oppressor.
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my way, or we can do it Martin's
way, but we're going to get it done
one way or the other."
The movie poster for Spike
Lee's new film, Malcolm X, describes its subject as follows:
scholar, convict, leader, disciple,
hipster, father, hustler, minister,
black man, every man. He was all
these things and more.
"The man was constantly
transforming," the director has
said. "People today pick the
Malcolm that fits their own personal or political views."
And that's what is happening at Fairfield, and throughout
the country.
Men and women, black and
white, are redefining and readjusting their views of Malcolm X,
and, ultimately, ofPB
themselves.
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Nice Thanksgiving
(continued from page 15)
his family, "Okay, kids. Instead of going to bed after a long day, me
and mommy are going to take you to see Candyman. It's a scary movie
and rated 'R', but who cares, as long as we have something to do."
Yeah, boy, God forbid you just go to sleep. Anyway, a few people were
kind enough to show up to see a movie after midnight, so I ended up
having to stay till 1 a.m. just to sell tickets to about eight customers.
One of the eight customers was an obnoxious little boy
who, while running around frantically in the lobby, bumped into me
holding a large bag of popcorn, and the oily butter on the popcorn made
stains all over my recently cleaned usher's jacket.
He and his father apologized and I smiled at them
signifying that it was alright, but I really felt like grabbing the kid,
throwing him up in the air, and booting him out the window like a
football. I know it's extra money in my pocket to work these hours, but
I don't need it that bad.
I know I'll be going around campus over the next week
hearing students ask one another where and how they spent their
Thanksgiving. Most of them will have some interesting stories to tell,
I'm sure. I'll bet none of them will have nearly as unique a story as in
my case.

Jazz bassist Brian Torff (pictured below) will direct the
Fairfield U. Jazz Ensemble
in a free concert on Tuesday,
Dec. 8 at 8 p.m. at the Quick
Center. Master vibraphonist
and marimba player David
Samuels of Spyro Gyra will
be performing with the ensemble.
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Disney's "Aladdin" is a
Treasure Chest for All Ages
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What's Up At the
Quick Center?
Beth Scribner
Staff Writer

Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts &
Entertainment Editor
There's nothing like
the world of make-believe. I can
remember, back in the good old
days of my childhood, how much I
loved to watch cartoons. The delightful characters and beautiful
colors on that gigantic screen were
always fascinating to me. I used to
get so excited when my mother
used to take me to see classics like
Pinocchio, Sleeping Beauty, and
Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs. For me, cartoons always
represented a welcome parting
from the scarier real world. Now,
I am a young man, but thanks to
recent efforts by the people at Walt
Disney Pictures, that magical feeling continues to exist in me, and I
still feel like a kid from time to
time. These recent animated features include The Little Mermaid,
Beauty and the Beast, and now,
the sensational Aladdin.
Aladdin might only
be a 90-minute cartoon, but it is
undeniably one of the year's best
films. It is truly a wonderful piece
of entertainment which has everything,* terrific characters, action,
humor, tenderness, pleasant songs,
an uplifting story, and, most of all,
fabulou'sanimation. The only gripe
I had with Aladdin is that I wished
it was longer. It's the most fun I've
had watching a movie in a long
time.
As the story opens,
we meet the evil Jafar, a wizard
who is obsessed with finding a
magic lamp which is believed to be
hidden in a cave the shape of a
panther's head.
As he and Iago, his
parrot, attempt to enter the cave, a
spirit with a demonic voice stops
them and says that the only person
allowed to enter is the "diamond in
the rough." Jafar, content on finding the treasure and becoming the
most powerful man in the world,
vows to find this mystery person
so that he can get what he wants.
This "diamond in the
rough" turns out to be a young man
named Aladdin, who (with his pet
monkey, Aboo) daily wanders
around an Arabian town, stealing
from food vendors in order to survive. He doesn't necessarily like
to be a thief, but he must live somehow, at least until he can improve
his lifestyle.
In the meantime,
Aladdin meets a beautiful young
girl named Jasmine who, as it turns
out, is the princess of the town.
Jasmine's father has been searching for a suitor for his daughter, but
she has rejected all of them. She is
now going about the town on her
own, looking for a man by herself.
Aladdin falls in love
with her, but he knows he cannot
marry her because he is not a prince.

Instead,he isconsidereda"street
rat."
Jafar eventually
coaxes Aladdin into helping him
find the precious lamp, but it is
Aladdin who ends up with it after Jafar attempts to doublecross
him. It is at this point when we
finally meet the Genie (given a
marvelous voice and personality
by Robin Williams).
For freeing the
Genie, Aladdin is granted three
wishes, as long as he doesn't
wish to fall in love, to bring somebody back from the dead, or for
more wishes. The rest of the
movie deals with how Aladdin
uses these wishes to try and win
over Princess Jasmine and, to
keep Jafar away from the lamp in
the meantime.
Alan Menken, who
has won Academy Awards for
his The Little Mermaid and
Beauty and the Beast musical
scores, has again created some
delightful melodies.
The songs, written
by the late Howard Ashman and
Tim Rice, are not quite as memorable as jth.ose.from the previous .
two films, but they are certainly
enjoyable. The best selection,
and probably the one which will
be nominated for an Oscar, is
called "A Whole New World,"
sung in the movie by Aladdin
and Princess Jasmine.
The vocal efforts
by Robin Williams as the Genie
are unforgettable, and it is his
voice and humor which really
gives Aladdin its greatness. I've
always admired Williams more
as an actor (in movies like Awakenings and The Fisher King)
than I have a comedian. I know
a lot of the humor he does on
stage is improvised and some of
it is funny, but most of the time,
I can't understand a majority of
his jokes and I just sit there confused.
Oddly enough,
however, his schtick works perfectly for this movie. It adds so
many dimensions to the Genie's
character, and it makes him one
of the most unique cartoon figures in the history of the movies.
Basically, Williams' Genie is hilariously funny.
As great as The Little Mermaid
and Beauty and the Beast were,
they did not contain nearly as
much humor as this film does.
Aladdin is such a treat for the

whole family because it contains
the usual silly jokes that little kids
will laugh at, while, at the same
time, it also has jokes aimed more
at the older audience.
For example, the
Genie assists Aladdin in winning
over the princess. Afterwards,
the Genie goes up to his young
master and says, "Hey Aladdin,
you've just gotten the princess to
fall in love with you. What are
you going to do now?" (A cute
pun by the Disney people).
There are also instances when the Genie imitates
famous people (who younger
people may not be as familiar
with) like Rodney Dangerfield,
Arsenio Hall, and Jack Nicholson.
In addition to Williams' superb characterization of
the Genie, there are several other
delightful characters. There is an
adorable flying carpet, a cute
monkey (Aboo), and Iago the
Parrot (with Gilbert Godfrey doing his voice). And if you watch
real carefully, there are very brief
cameos by Disney cartoon stars
of the past, namely Pinocchio and
Sebastigte^fbe crab from The
Little Mermaid.
Another unusual
thing about Aladdin, especially
being an animated feature, is that
it is not entirely predictable. Sure,
we know that good is going to
triumph over evil, but we don't
know when and how. The way it
finally does is ingenious, and it
helps in guiding the movie to a
climax that is more thrilling than
those in most real life action pictures.
As usual, the
Disney animation is flawless; in
fact, it is so good that there were
some scenes where I thought I
was watching real objects. There
are also no dull scenes; Aladdin
just flows right along beautifully.
If Beauty and the
Beast received an Oscar nomination for Best Picture, then Aladdin
certainly deserves one as well; in
many ways, it is even more of an
achievement. See it and escape
from your problems in the real
world for an hour and a half. It is
an incredible, refreshing adventure that will make you feel like a
kid again.
Rating - 4 Magic
Lamps Out of 4

***The new exhibit at the Walsh Gallery, "Art As Activist:
Revolutionary Posters from Central and Eastern Europe," opened on
November 20th and will continue until December 31st.
Presented in affiliation with the Smithsonian Institution, these
are the posters that caused governments to topple and factories to close
in Prague, Gdansk, and Berlin. Most were made in 1989 and 1990 by
both prominent and unknown artists in these countries. Many are oneof-a-kind, retrieved directly from public sites during the recent revolutions in Central and Eastern Europe.
Gallery hours are 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Tuesday-Saturday.
***The Quick Center will host the Stamford Symphony Orchestra on December 4th at 8 p.m. Under the musical direction of Roger
Nierenberg, this orchestra will perform all six Brandenburg Concerti
which were written for various instrumental combinations. Tickets are
$25,$22,and$19.
***The Fairfield University Jazz Ensemble will perform at the
Quick Center on Tuesday, December 8th at 8 p.m. with special guest,
Dave Samuels. The star marimba and vibraphonist from Spyra Gyra,
Samuels will perform with the student ensemble for a great concert of
jazz and fusion styles.
Admission for this event is free!
***On Friday, December 11th and Saturday, the 12th, the
Fairfield University Glee Club, Chamber Singers, and Festival Brass
will present their Christmas show "The World Sings."
Performances are 8 p.m. on the 11th and 2 p.m. on the 12th.
Admission is $5; $3 for students.

Glee Club Prepares
For Christmas Concert
Lisa Huck
Contributing Writer
It's never too early to start celebrating the holidays, so rush
down to the Quick Center and pick up your tickets for the annual Glee
Club Christmas concert. On Friday, December 11 and Saturday,
December 12, the Glee Club will present "Christmas: The World Sings",
a celebration of Christmas compositions from Africa, Argentina, and
numerous other cultures. Accompanying the Glee Club is honored
guest, guitarist David Feldberg.
The concert will begin with a lovely ensemble of traditional
American Christmas songs, followed by the Randol Alan Bass "Gloria."
The audience will then be stunned with a fabulous, Hispanic folk drama
depicting the Nativity entitled "Navidad Nuestra." The composer, Ariel
Ramirez is admired for his specialized work with Argentinian folklore.
With its cultural flavor and its plea for "peace on earth," "Navidad
Nuestra is a fitting close to the first half of the concert.
The Chamber Singers and Glee Club will return with a moving
set of Songs of Protest and Praise from Africa. Finally, two Luther
Henderson arrangements will captivate the intriguing sound of gospel.
Tickets for this extravaganza are now on sale in the Quick
Center. The prices are $5 for adults and $3 for students.

^Bound and Gagged

by Dana Summers

GOLD elicatessen
WITH THIS COUPON
RECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY
SANDWICH ON OUR MENU
(Daily lunch specials not included in this offer)

Ask about our 3' to 6' Party Heros,
Party Platters, and Ice Cream/'.Yogurt
Offer expires Dec 15

873 POST RD • FAIRFIELD, CT 06430 • 203-259-2233
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Here Come The '92-'93 Lady Stags....
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
The Lady Stags finished last season with a 16-13 record. This
year's squad is hoping to improve on last year's record and return to the
top of the MA AC like they did in 1990-91. Coach Dianne Nolan is
implementing a new up-tempo style of play to utilize her team's quickness. Here is a look at this year's team.

final

Robin Massari
5'10", junior, F
A returning starter from Monroe,
CT, Massari finished fifth in the MAAC
in rebounding with a 7.9 average. She is
expected to reach double figures in both
scoring and rebounding this season.

Kate Abromovitch
5'10", senior, G
This co-captain from Haverhill, MA
is a preseason first team All-MAAC selection. She was the only player to have been
voted to the All-MAAC team unanimously.
Last season Abromovitch scored a careerhigh 31 poiflts-against Canisius (1/17/92) and
averaged 14.8 points. She is expected to fill
the net with three-pointers this year.

Katie Walheim
6'0", junior, F
Walheim, from PA, played in all
29 games last year and led all reserves in
rebounding. She needs to be a productive rebounder this year for the Lady
Stags to be successful.
Erin Mooney
5'8", sophomore, G
Mooney, out of West Lake, OH,
looks to be this year's starting point guard.
She had a career high 11 points and five
assists against Niagara (1/19/92), and
hopes to be the fireplug of the Lady
Stags' offense.

Aimee Auerbeck
6'0", senior, F
This co-captain from Altoona, PA shot
an impressive 75% from the free throw line
last season. She had a career-high 17 points
against Loyola (2/26/92). This season
Auerbeck is expected to play more and contribute a great deal inside. She will be looked
to for leadership as this year's team is young.

Carla Johns
6'0", sophomore, F
Johns led all freshmen irlgames
played with 27 last year and shot a teamhigh 52% from the field. A Jefferson, LA
native, she will be an inside force for the
Lady Stags.

Fairfield

THETHRILLER OF THE YEAR IS HBtE!

Fairfield Men fs
Basketball Tournament

"A VERV HOT, HEART-THUMPING HIT...
This will be the film that catapults both Leigh and Fonda into the stratosphere.
The ending is among the most frightening in recent memory."
-Rod lurk MIS mil ESWCMN

BRIDGET FONDA? JENNIFER JASON LEIGH
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• AT THE GONZAGA AUDITORIUM •
FRI. DEC. 4
SAT. DEC. 5
SUN. DEC. 6
8:00 PM
•
8:00 PM
• 7:00 & 9:30 PM
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR.

Friday and Saturday in the
' 'Fearsome Forest''
at Alumni Hall at 6:00 & 8:00

UNCWilmington

Florida
Internat.

sponsored by Independent Mortgage
HERITAGE SQUARE
1700 POST RD
259-7373

Gftsey

GIANT SIZE
SUBMARINES
AND SALADS

famous since 56

The Place to Eat.
10% off with student I.D.
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"Red and White on the Run"
Lauren Reitwiesner
6'0", sophomore, F
The Springfield, VA native was selected
as the team Rookie of the Year in 1991-92. She is
quite versatile as she can score both inside and
outside.

Jennifer McMillan
5'10", freshman, F
A 20 point and 10 rebound performer
in high school, McMillan was an all-state
selection. Instant scoring is what the Lady
Stags are hoping to get from the Guilford,
CT native.

Christine Wallace
6'3", sophomore, C
An impressive shot-blocker from Winsted,
CT, Wallace has improved a great deal from her
freshman year. Much rebounding is expected from
her this year.

Trinette Tucker
5'9", freshman, G
An amazing scorer in high school in
Reston, VA, Tucker averaged 20.5 points,
7.5 rebounds, and 5 steals. Her quickness
will help the Lady Stags.

Christine Fryer
5'6", freshman, G
This freshman phenomenon received many
honors in her senior year of high school. She averaged 12 points, 6.4 assists, and 5.9 steals last year,
and the Lady Stags are expecting more of the same.
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Coach Diane Nolan
Coach Nolan is looking to continue
her winning ways in her fourteenth season at
the Lady Stags' helm. In ten winning seasons, she has compiled over 200 wins and
has been named MAAC Coach of the year
three times.

Dana Mathews
6'0", freshman, G
A highly touted guard out of Annandale, NJ,
Mathews brings a 12 point and 9 rebound average to
Fairfield. She chose Fairfield over MAAC rival
Manhattan.

To all students, faculty, staff administrators, and alumni
who would like to put their creative juices to work: The
Sports Dept. is conducting a
FmrjfMi Umiwrsity Figkti §@mg €<s>mtesL
Just pick up a copy of the existing fight song and write
acceptable lyrics to "The Men In Red" melody and you
win. Submit lyrics to Vic D'Ascenzo in Sports Information located in Alumni Hall or call 254-400, ext. 2877.

TOP TEN MOST CLUELESS
PEOPLE ON EARTH
10. Rainforest chainsaw operator.
9. Millionaires in prison.
8. Drivers with turn signal
perpetually on.
7. Las Vegas lounge acts.
6. Unregistered voters.
5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts.
4. Javelin catcher.
3. Someone in express
checkout line with
eleven items.
2. Chain-smoking
gas station attendant.
I. Drug users.
WGSJXHITtiORKl
The CAmpu* Partnenhip
PARTNERSHIP FOR A' DRUG-FREE AMERICA

The Intramural
Dept. is
sponsoring
the first
ever MIDSEASON
CLASSIC
on Sunday, Dec.
13.
Registration is on
Dec. 7-9
between
3-8 p.m.
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MariPat Campbell
5'8", freshman, G
This walk-on from Bellmore, NY,
was a 16.7 point, and 7.5 rebound performer
in high school. Her quick hands are an asset
to the Lady Stags' defense.
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Karate as a Sport
not an Art
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer

Bruce Lee, Claude Van Damme, Steven Seagall, Chuck
Norris. Who hasn't seen at least one of these karate ,asters in action?
But according to Karate Club president Brendan Carroll, the images
these men evoke are not what learning karate is all about.
"Knowing karate is not going to make you an undefeatable
force of nature like Van Damme," he said, "It will, however, give you
a greater self-awareness and possibly a new way of thinking."
He said that karate can be described as a philosophy or an art
form. "Karate is as much an art as it is a sport," Carroll said. "There's
the physical aspect, but also the mental aspect in which you consciously control your body movements."
The Karate Club has over 30 regular members, three of
which are women. But junior Christine Hathaway says she doesn't
mind the ration all that much.
"It's a relaxed atmosphere because it's all Fairfield kids,"
she said. "The instructors are really great because they never make
you feel stupid if you're not doing a move right. They are encouraging
rather than criticizing."
Carroll attributes the lack of female presence to a number of
causes. "A lot of women joined originally for pragmatic reasonsnamely self-defense rather than the martial arts. But when you spend
a lot of time learning the basics like how to stand, I can understand how
it can get boring." He said that the other reason more women don' t join
is because there aren't many women in it. But he says it becomes a
self-fulfilling prophesy - if they don't join then how can there be
women in it?
According to Hathaway, "I joined because everyone has
positive comments about it and because I wanted to learn something
new. Another reason is for self-protection; karate is something you
can definitely use." Carroll said that they are always looking for more
women to join. In fact they are even looking to start up an all-female
class if there is enough interest.
Carroll also said that there are a lot of things that people don't
know about karate. For one thing, most people are unaware that the
Karate Club competes intercollegiately. Manhattanville is always a
regular on the schedule, as well as Iona and Southern Connecticut.
They are looking to expand the schedule for next semester but often
it is hard to make the arrangements for the meets as black belt officials
are hard to come by. Carroll said that like many traditions from the Far
East, there is sort of a mystery and aura of respect surrounding karate
but that karate is not about violence. It's about taking control of your
mental faculties and becoming more aware.
"one of my instructors from home told me something that
has always stuck with me," he said. " 'You can be very unaware of
your environment and be very dead, or you can be very sensitive to it
and be very alive.' I think that applies to not only the sport of karate
Vfcmt to the sport of life as well"
J\
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SPORTS
Hockey Finds Victory
in Home Opener
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Ron Delia
Staff Writer

BRIDGEPORT-Junior
center Scott Lindsay had a hand in
each of Fairfield's goals, scoring
three and assisting on the other, as
the Stag skaters defeated Bentley
College 4-3 at the Wonderland of
Ice on November 21.
Fairfield's top line of
Lindsay, senior captain Pete Lewis,
and junior Tim Malay accounted
for all of the Stag scoring in the
team's home ice debut. Malay
notched the game's first goal on a
breakaway set up by Lindsay only
twenty-five seconds into the game.
Lindsay tallied the first of his three
goals on a power play with slightly
less than two minutes to play in the
first period, giving the Stags a 2-1
advantage heading into the first
intermission.
"We wanted to come back
strong after the loss to Villanova
(in the season opener). Our line is
clicking, and things are coming
together for us," commented Lindsay. The trio's chemistry was evident on Lindsay's second goal as
Lewis picked up a loose puck at the
opposing blue line, drew two defenders with a nifty move to the
forehand, and then slid a quick
pass to a streaking Lindsay who
beat the stunned Bentley goaltender
with a low wrist shot from twelve
feet. Lindsay completed his hat
trick with fifteen minutes to play in
the third period, scoring on a

breakaway after stealing an errant
Bentley pass to give Fairfield the
lead for good at 4-3.
Bentley had tied the score
at one on a first period power play
slap shot from the point by Mark
Flanagan. Flanagan fired through
a screen to beat Fairfield netminder
Showky Kaldawy. Flanagan was
at it again in the second period, this
time on a three on two set up by
Frank Nanes. Bentley's third goal
came with just 51 seconds to play
in the second on an outstanding
individual effort which saw David
Pasguala undress one Fairfield
player at the top of the faceoff
circle and then beat Kaldawy on a
low shot to the stick side.
Kaldawy faced only 24
shots on the night, despite
Fairfield's reliance on a four man
defensive corp. With Joe Delahoyd
out of the lineup with a knee injury, the Stags went with two defensive pairings, senior Marty
Pierce teamed with freshman Dan
White and sophomore Dave
Dudley skated with another freshman Brian Murray.
Asked about his part in
shouldering the Fairfield blue line
duties, an exhausted Dudley said,
"Marty and I have some experience so we tried to help Whitey
and Murray get through a tough
spot. Both of them played extremely well under the circumstances, considering it was their
first home game."
ICE CHIPS. . .Fairfield

evened its record to 1-1. . .The
Stags next game was Tuesday night
at Suffolk.. .The team returns home
tomorrow night for an 8:00 PM
start against fierce rival Iona College at the Wonderland.. .With the
help of a school bus full of raving
fans, the Stags enjoyed a good
opening night crowd. . . Fairfield
left winger Habbah has been asked
by ECAC officials to get a haircut
so as to protect the integrity and
masculinity of the League. .
.Delahoyd's injury was not considered serious and he was expected
to be in the lineup against Suffolk.

Mike Toland leads the Stags'
offense.
photo: K Wolfthal

Red Shirt Returns to Lead the Stags
Sytulek named Player of the Game; George cranks out stunning performance
Fred Vital
Asst. Sports Editor

Kevin George goes up against towering defense in the
season opener's exhibition with Czechoslovakia.

Inside Sports...

The Stags came out in the second half and proceeded to go on a 12-4
run to extend their lead over Farleigh
Dickinson U. to twelve and secure a 7760 win in their first game of the season.
The spurt was led by Scott Sytulek. who
scored 11 of his 18 points in the second
half. Sytulek was red-shirted last year
due to a knee injury, but that didn't seem
to slow him down as he played exceptionally well. He was named player of
the game and commented" It feels good
to be back and to get the first win. The
coach told us to go out and get this one,
and we did."
Leading Stags in points was
Kevin George who finished with 23 to
lead all scorers". George played well on
both ends of the floor.
The freshmen were impressive
even though they were a bit hesitant at
first. Drew Henderson got into foul
trouble early and did not play much. The
Stags didn't let this get them down. They
played hard and kept crashing the boards.
All fourteen players played and
off the bench Martin added 13 points.
Dunlap and Gattis played wel I and added
a few a piece.
The Stags played a sloppy first
half, allowing 16 turnovers and ten plus
fouls. They made up for it, though, by
shooting over 55% for the game and got
off on the right foot for the season.

Vital
Stats
LaSalle's Exit Puts
MAAC in Spotlight
Fred Vital
Asst. Sports Editor
After nine years with the MAAC, LaSalle packed up and
and left for more television coverage and more money in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference. By far the strongest team in MAAC
men's basketball in recent years, this departure will definitely affect
the conference in the eyes of the NCAA. The MAAC was ranked 16th
in a pool of 32 before LaSalle's exit. LaSalle took titles last year in
volleyball, men's and women's swimming, women's basketball, and
Softball, and shared the MAAC South baseball crown. The loss of this
competitive school leaves the MAAC to prove itself as a competitive
division I conference.
My first thought was the jeopardy of losing the automatic
bid to the NCAA's. But associate commissioner of the MAAC Jay
Williams informed me, "The automatic bid is not in danger but our
ranking may slip a bit." A team like LaSalle leaving the league should
drop the MAAC five or six spots in the pool. What does this mean
to basketball fans? The MAAC representative in the tournament will
end up playing a number two- or three-ranked team in the bracket
instead of a five- or a six-ranked team. Canisius seems to be looking
toward post-season play already since they open their season against
defending champ Duke at Cameron Indoor Stadium. The final of that
score turned out to be 110-62 in favor of Duke. Not that Canisius is
the strongest team in the MAAC, but it shows you how we can
compare to the ACC.
The MAAC seems to be set now at eight teams. True, they
are all fairly equally balanced. Bu hey are all weak compared to top
NCAA schools. The MAAC wou liketoexpandto twelve schools.
possibly attracting schools out ol e Atlantic 10. Schools that should
complement well with the style i :he MAAC are St. Bonaventure.
Duquesne, and St. Joseph's.
Now let's take a closer look at MAAC basketball, starting
with the women. With the loss of LaSalle, any one of the top four
teams can take the title. Leading the MAAC will probably be
Canisius. Coming off a 10-6 season they are hungry for the title.
Senior guards Lori Pasceri and Julie Buntich are returning healthy
after an injury plagued year. Along with first team AU-MAAC
forward Anne Brocker (17.5 points per game last season), the Golden
Griffs will be tough to beat.
Coming in second, close behind, will be our Lady Stags.
The new running style of play that Coach Dianne Nolan has planned
will prove to open the floor for a number of three pointers. Kate
Abromovitch (14.8 points per game last season) will lead the Stags
but there is only so much one person can do. She was the only person
to be voted unanimously to the All-MAAC first team. Inside, Robin
Massari and Aimee Auerbeck will dominate the glass, but the youth
will keep them away from the championship.
Third will be St Peter's. First because it is so hard to repeat
and the league is just too competitive to allow them. To round out the
league: Siena in fourth, Loyola in fifth, Manhattan in sixth, Niagara
in seventh, and Iona riding the cellar.
Now in men's basketball a free-for-all continues. With the
loss of LaSalle, both Manhattan and Siena want the crown. Siena will
prove to be at the top when this one's all over. Siena will return not
only 17-point-average Doremus Bennerman, but also sharp-shooting
guard Mike Brown who was red-shirted last year. No one will be able
to run with the Saints this year.
Manhattan will follow close behind. They will make an
impressive attempt to recapture their title but come up short. Keith
Bullock , who averaged 17 points last season, will be the best inside
player in the league. The rest of the league will be as follows: Iona,
Niagara, Fairfield, Loyola, St. Peter's and Canisius.
People may be surprised at Fairfield's high ranking. The
team seems to have a new confidence and a new spirit. Kevin George
wants a winning season so bad he could kill for it. The return of Scott
Sytulek is exactly what they lacked last year. His help on the boards
and with points will allow Fairfield to win the close ones for a change.
Lastly, the freshmen may be a bit over-confident in themselves. But points are points.

This Week:

Next Week:

Meet the Lady Stags;
Hockey update; Men
host b-ball tourney

Men fs basketball;
Women fs basketball;
Intramural Update

